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CHAPTER I

NATURE OF TilE HO!WGilAPH, PURPOSES, PREVIOUS WORK,
SPECIFIC ELE!1ENTS 1'0 BE PROVEN, AND PROCEDURE

I.

Gm!ERAL STATE!•!EN1' ON THE NATURE OF THE l•10NOGRAPH

Language serves spea.tcers and writers as they attempt to
communicate their thoughts or express their attitudes.

How effie-

iently language serves the purposes of those who use its structures
depends, as it.has always depended, on the nature.of that to be
conimunicated or expressed, on the perceptivity of the listener or
reader, and on the efficiency of the v1riter or J?peaker.

The written

words are significant, considering .these aspects of language.
Apart from a somewhat necessary subjective response to languages, there are always areas of .objectivity.

One area of obje,c-

tivity is the somm·1hat common way nearly all individuals have of
responding to experience·.

That is, while. individuals are unique to

themselves-:-perhaps somewhat more so to themselves than to others-each individual has a personality composed

of

thinking, sensing, and

.feeling.· Further, each individual has a sei< of emotive states and
the· ~ame· range of emotions Vlithin each set.

,.

It is· true, 6f course, that dif'ferent individuals respond t.o
·the· same kind· of experience.-_in terms of different

e~otional

dimensions.

iiov1ever, it is far more likely that nearly all individuals will respond
.

'

to· the same ·experience within the framev;ork of the sar.Je dimension,
'-~

.'

while reacting to different emotions within that dimension.
l

2

For example, consider a situation where two individuals are
somel'lhat agg-ressive in their ways of responding to situations.

Each

will probably react within the emotional dimension of destruction:
one might be filled with anger, the other merely wj_th irritation.
The difference is one of degree, rather than one of kind.

The pro-

pensity for choosing the same dimension relates j_tself to human objectivity.

The tendency to react in terms of one emotion within-that

dimension rather than·another emotion within that dimension indicates
a range of subjectivity.

However, it is a matter of objectivity that

different individuals with the same common experience do react objectively to the dimension and subjectively to the anotions available within the dimension.

(Each emotive state or dimension has a set of

emotions, ordered according to degrees of intensity.)
Now, when one speaks about measuring the emotive or attitudinal
nature of language, he needs a corpus with which to work.

If litera-

ture can be defined as the.t vthich expresses or ev_okes thinking vri th
feeling

abou~

things, ideas, institutions, and events--ordered

i~

space a.nd time--then measuring a literary' output must-involve looking
to the emotive or attitudinal

pa~t

of the language.

The point is that while the language_ utterances. or· structures
should be what the author had in mind or in-his senses or at heart,
'

'

the reader is faced not with the author's mind, senses, or heart,
but with the linguistic output.

Certainly, the black and white ·print

is the aesthetic object or the artifact that does outlive the author·
and the reader.
carrier.

The langu£.ge, really, is all tha.t is there as a

What is carried is the total literary output for the time

and place of the poem, short story, or novel.

While tnere are different ways of assessing a piece of literature, there is a finite number of such ways.

Of course, one can sim-

ply assert that a piece of literature is the reader's emotive reaction
to it, all in terms of the reader's individual experience and emotive
or intellectual set.

Since the personality of the reader and that

'

of the writer may not differ that much, it is probable that in m:"ny
instances the judgment of the res.der may equate that of the writer.
Whether the purpose :j.n the reading is for appreciation, .pleasure,
instruction, or for some combination, the reader, operating within
the philosophy of reading for his own sake will be. happy enough Vlithout looking to some external way

of

measuring the language to which

he responds.
It is possible to read a piece of literature against some
social, economic, political, psychological, or philosophical background or standard.
matter.

Such a reading is, of course, quite another

It is poss;i.ble to read with the theory that the reader is

plunged intg experience with the characters themselves.
It is possible· that the reader may set up criteria for himself and that he will evaluate a piece of literature in- terms of his
own ·personal cri_teria--style, philosophy, personal emotive slants or
biases--ar.1o.ng others.
Then, it is possible that there may be ways of evaluating the
piece of work in terms of the language structures themselves, with
the theory that he can determine the direction of the content from
the style, or he can assert tho.t the style is the ·novel.

It is

possible to think of lo.ncuace as it carries certain attitudes or
thoughts.

.

From a linguistic point o.f view, the word order--syntax--the
';!Qrd changes--morphology--and the phonology--sound sense, sensation,
and sensibility--furnish the primary and secondary levels of assertion;- On the primary level, for_example, the reader would get the
world of the

11

informator. 11

On the secondary level, he would go to

the realms of the "expressers" and

11

incitors. 11

How could he attempt

to measure the linguistic output of the writer'?
First, he can consider the matter o·f time and duration.
Robson1 considers that the thoughts and emotions of the individual
can be expressed linguistically or para-linguistically.

From a lin-

guistic point of vieVI, he considers that certain phonemes have more
11

striking pov1er 11 than others and that certain p]1onemes in combination

tcl~e

more time for articulation.

He considers that the intensity of

the utterance can be derived from dividing the "striking power" by
the_time duration in fractions of seconds.
Further, Robson considers that the larger ·the striking power
anci the shor-ter the time- duration, the more intense the linguistic
utterance.
.

Further, Ronson develops his thesis that certain phonemes,
.

according to_position, give. different effects, and the effects are
more cir less the same for nearly all individuals •. For example, words
.

ending in one or two
ing·with the

11 1"-

11 1 1

.

'

s" give a falling effect·, while words beginn-

and- ending with the· 11 lt 11 give a risins, vibrant, or

joyous effect.

1
· Ernest

H:

Robson, The Orchestra of the Lanl'iuage, (New York:
Thomas Yoseloff, 1959), 197-=-::-

5
Anotlwr approach, that of George G. Williams, 2

\'ihich does

not focus.on time and duration is a more subjective approach which
goes to phonology in the way that some sounds are considered "beautiful" or

11

ugly. 11

Different syntactical arrangements of words and
.

~--

phrases give different time patterns and different geographical
patterns--page-wise.

The use or usa:::;e of the vonel_s and col?-s?nants

as "beautiful" or -"ugly" determines the emotive content of the lJoem,
short story, or novel.

This monograph is concerned with this more

overtly aesthetic approach.
Another someVThat aesthetic ap)roach is the approach used by
Reiss. 3

Reiss, in his Lanr;uage and Psychology, considers that there

is a finite nu:nber of emotive categories and that certain phonemic
combinations· point to one C1ltesory, rather than to another.
Reiss, in indicatine; at least forty:-six categories, suggests
that there are at least thirty to forty terms or words appropriate to
each category.
or

11

For example, he considers that there is a "cutting"

slicing-"ll\'lay 11 category.

He ·employs s_uch words as "gnaws,"

"nibble," and 11 !:iun~h" for. this category. 4
In this particular monograph--necessarily of· a ·limited scope-an attempt is made to use the approaches indicat!'ld by Plutchilt in
The Emotions:

Fact, Theories, and a New Hodel.·5

It "is determined

2 George G. Vlilliams, Creative 'llriting, (New York:
Rov: ·publishers, 1954), 388.

Harper and

"Z

.:.>samuel Reiss, Lanr;unge and Psychology, (Hew York:
phical Library, 1959), 299.

Philoso-

Lfibid., P:!?·. -180-182, passim.

5Robert Plutchilr, The E,,10tions:
Hodel, (Nov/ Yorlr:

Fact, Theories, nnd ~ New

Random House, 1962), 204.

·o
that the emotive dimension "destruction" is to be singled out for
·analysis.

This dimension is one of the eight indicated by Plutchik:

within this dimension are found the three emotions:
and annoyance.

rage, anger,

After viewing the linguistic structures in terms of

response to them as they relate to rage, anger, or annoy~nce through
associat;ion, the approaches of Williams and Reiss will be applied •
.,

There will be a certain amount of subjectivity on the part

of the writer especially when dealing with Williams.

It is difficult

to ··be completely objective when working with single 'words:

as has

already been stated, there is an essential subjectivity that characterizes Williams' work.
Whatever criticism exists as to the

lin~uistic

tones in

Ruark's works will be noted and whatever criticism brings to bear on
Ruark's. philosophy as it is purported to come through his novels will
be considered.

"owever, the nature of the monograph is not to focus

on hovr ·well- or how poorly the linguistic approaches to notes of
"destruction" agree or disagree with external criticism.

The direc-

tion is that of trying to· apply three different but interrelated
psy~holinguistical

J;he. novel~

,.

approaches to compl"ete artistic utterances--as in

(

II.

PURPOSES

The nature of this monograph is that of attempting to shov1
that certain linguistic utterances arc capable of beinG
terms of ·specific emotions

\':i thin

~nalyzed

a .snecific emotive dimension..

in
The

purposes are made both explicit and implicit as two novels by Robert
Ruarl~:

are viewed with ·respect to the emotive state,

11

destruction 11 ;

which carries rage, anger, and am1oy~mce in that descending order of
intensity.

In a way, this set of approaches to deterr:Jining specific

sets of emotions--one of v1hich is particularly anger--is a scientific
way of confirming the more commonsense approach the casual reader and
even the mqre c.areful approach of the scholar or the critic.
l'lhere the non-linguistic critic or appraiser is likely to
judge· what the cho.racters are by what they do or by what is done to
them, the linguist is likely to consider phonemic order and phonemic
sound effects.

On.e must suppose that inherent in the approaches

used. in this·monograph must be the purpose of telling why, linguistically, the· e{fects are what they are.
Further, the purposes include testing linguistic approaches
Of .a psycholinguistical natUl'e against, each bther, all to determine
\'lhether they support each other, whether they co::1ple1:1ent each other,
or r1hether ·they oppose each· other.

For example, the efforts of Reiss

6

are. more along s·em.:mtic lines in dealing l"lith tho si·ngle \'lord and with
its demands for philosophical in'.;erprdation •

...
6
Reiss, lbc. cit.

III~

PREVIOUS \'IORK DONE IN 'THE FIELD

Robert Ruark's first novel, Grenadine Etching, a burlesque
on the pseudo-historical novels, was publish-ed ·iu-i'947'• ''itt this time
Ruark v1ao one of the best-known American journalists and syndicated .
colunniists. · His meteoric .rise to fame as a novelist . occureci between
',\

the

p~blication

of Something of Value in 1955 and Uhuru in 1962, his

tv1o quite successful novels .with an African setting.
Because of the.fact that Ruark's writing is _contemporary,
scholars and critics have had little time to do exhaustive studies
or criticisms of his work.

There is no indication that there have

been any linguistical studies made by sc'holars, critics, or graduate
students.

Apparently the novels of Robert Ruark are a new area for

research.
Book reviews by critics are the primary source materials
available at this time.

The reviewer for Kirkus report's:

"Ruai.k

writes through his' usual gritted teeth--spits out ·a rather -limited
nove1. 11 7 Another reviewer in Kirkus uses. the adjectives, "big,
brawny, brutal," 8

to describe Ruark's.novel,' Something of Value.

0

Percy'Wood, a Chicago Tribune reviewer writes:. "This is a bloody,
violent, horrible story in many re·spects·. 11 9 A Library Journal

7

Bool~ Review Dir~eot, (New York City: H. VI. Ylilson; 1962),
p. 1043, quoting Kirlmo, Vol. JGX, p. 125, February 1, 1962.
·
. 8 Book Revie\'1 Digest, (New Yorl;: City: H. W. Wilson, 1955) ,.
p. 785, quotinG Kirlms, Vol. XXIII, p. 92, Febl"uary 1, 1955.
9I'Dl'd • , quo t·lng Cl.
ncago Sun cl ay m
"rl'b u.n e, AlJrl'1 24 , 19~5
,/ , p. 1 •

9
critic .refers to Ruark's style as

sy~dicnted

column. 111

°

11 the

brash, flip style of tho Ruark

Clarence Gorchels of the San FranciGco Chronicle

describes P.uark 1 s style as a

11

free-~r;inging

style 11 inco!npassing ''ftne

dcscripti ve y;ri ting; graphic atmos]_)here, ta!1gy Sltlells and tastes, and
sensitive feelings . 1111 It soon becomes a]!l)arent to the research stu-

dent that source material of this nature is more subjective than 'the
purposes of this paper y:arrant.

IV.

$PECIFIC ELEHENTS TO BE PHOVEN

It ·is essential to prove trw.t there are methods or approaches
to deter:i1ine the sounds of anger lingu:L~ticnlly.

It is essential to

show that tones· of anger do or must- exist in .novelistic art.

And it

is essential to sh0\7 that the a:pproaches can be a:Jplied to linguistic

structures.
Finally, it is essential to show thc.t there m·e relo.tions, or
correlations amon;; the approaches used by Plutchik, Reiss, and \'!illiams.
V. PROC:SDUR8 .

This monoe;raph is developed through six chapters or steps.
The first step

Oi'

chapter indicates tile general nature of the mono-

graph, the imrpos~s, i'lhat has been done in t~1c field, points to be
proven, procedure, and terms nhich need defining.

The followinG

chaytcrs are kinetic or developtlental in no.ture.

10 Ibid., r;_uoting Librccry Journo.l, Vol. 80, p. 61;8, March 15,
. 1955.
11 Bool: I!evic·;; Dir:cct, (Eo\'/ Yor:~ City: II. '.JI. ~,lil·son, 19!1-7),
p. 115, I}UO'c:L:lt; San :<'r211CiGco Chronicle, p. 21, Ser>tembcr 7, 1952.

10
Chapter II begins wit!1 the results of a random selection of
·:t.JO novels by Robert Ruark and a random selection of a twenty-per-

c:ent. sample of the novelistic paragraph statenwnts.

That is, by

·. randc)ll sample, it is determined that every eighth pat:;e will be al;lalyzed for notes of rage, anger, and annoyance, all within the context
of the emotive dimension "destruction."
By random selection, it is determined that the first page to
be analyzed is P;:J.ge Two.

In this second chapter, then the statements

pointing toward "destruction" will be analyzed and ·arranged in tables
along the lines t;f rage, anger, and annoyance, according to Plutchil~•s 12
theory of the eight emotive dimensions.
In Chapter III the work of Williams which works in terms of
11

beautifuln and. 11 ugly 11 sounds, or "pleasant" and "unpleasant" tones

will be applied to the same linguistic structures s_elected in Chapter
II.

Tables will be made of the results in terms alJpropriate to

Willie,rns 1 view of considering the emotive tones in written literary
statements. ,
Chapter IV will categorize the v1ords as they appear in Reiss'
cate.gbries of emotive meaning or response·•. The table in this chapter· will list the word or words in serial sequence in Reiss'·. categories.·.
Chapter V, a. comparative cna1Jter, will consider ranges of
agreement or disagrefmwnt among the three approaches used.
The· final Chapter, Chapter VI, ·wili make a brief summary of
the finding·s and or: their possible· significance "or direction •

...

12

Plutchik, loc. cit.

.LL

VI,

TERHS NEEDING DEFINITION

For this particular monograph, at least, certain definitions
are to operate.

These one or two sentence definitions follow:

A phoneme is considered as the mnallest sound unit v1hich
.,

signals· a change in meaning.

-

1'-

The phonemes are also considered as

embracing the supro.se;:;mental units v1hich include pitch, stress., and
juncture.
The "beautiful" or "pleasant" is defined as that which is to
be repeated or reproduced.

The

11

ugly 11 or

11

unpleasant 11 is that which

is phonologically offensive to the ear and philosophically offensive
or repellent.
Serial is that which carries a more or less intensive meaning
or response viithin some ·category ranging from the highest intensity
to the lowest intensity.

For example, "nibble" is a seri.al member

of a low intensity in a set of terms including "tear,"
11

11

gnaw, 11 and

chew. 11
A- sm1tence, here, is defined as a .word

Oil'

group of words·

follo\ved by a fade-out of the voice
. . on a rising or a falling note •
An emotion is defined as an organic experience causing an
increase or decrease in blood pressure.
A belief -is an intellectual item or element 17hich can be· held
or contemplated apart from any increase or decrease in blood pressure,
whether the increase or decrease would be great enough to evoke an
emotion on some threshold of intensity.
{l.n attitude is defined as a set of euotions and beliefs
operating together.
Character-is defined as the result of two or more attitudes
in consistent operation.

12

This monoc;raph attempts to use scientific, linguistic, and/or
p$ycho·-linguistic methods of analyzing the sounds of an{;er in the
novelistic art of llobert Ruark.

The follOI'Iing· Chapter dealo with

the emotive state "destruction" and its three intensities:
anger, and annoyance.

rage,

C!Il\.PT:ZR II
IDZilTIFICATION OF PARLGRAPII STATmiEc·::,;,s CARRYIEG
THE Er-:OTIVE

II~TEI:SITI~.S:

RAGE,

Jl..IrG~R,

A:~D

Ar!;O.YAHCE

IN T'.'IO I:OVEL.S OF P.OBE:JT RUARK

T·aenty--ninc r>aragruph st::-,_tcraents \"Jere tah::en from The Honey

Badr;e~l3

and thirty-th;ee from Po.or Ho

par<lc;raph statements \'.'as

to}~en

Eor~~Lf

A tot2.l of sixty-triO

fror.1 these t'."!O novels randonly-

selected from the novelistic art of I?obert Ruark.
stitter~onts,

indicatins the emotive .sto.te

11

These parasraph

destruction 11 at the level

of one of three inten.sitics, ax·e listed in thio. ChalJter, with the
page numb.ers noted.

VJhere it is considered th2.t there are notes of

rage, anger, or annoyance, such designation is r:w. dG at the end of
the paraera1Jh .statement.

If no note of raGe, anger, or

a:"1:'1oyan~e

present, "none" is indicated at the end of tho statements'.
graph

st~1teJ:-7entG

is

The para-

a:rc nurJbercd.

There is a table ·indicating tne judgment as to rage, anger,
or .annoyance. at tho end of.the Chapter.
ref.er to· the

specifically-nm~bered

nunib.ered-pat"a~rc,j_Jh~
At this
of

·rc~t;e,

p~int·

The nur.1bers in the table

paragraph state:·,wnts.

uccordi~g to

arc c:L ted

Those

ras.e ," angcr, or annoyance.

the· juO.t;ment as to their ·teint; cons:Ldcrcd 2.s examples

anger,. or

an!1oyanc·~

is pointed out without recour::;e to

!?lutchik, \','illic.nc, or Rcics.

They

a~_:::)cdr

in their pr.::sent fori:l as

...

17
.:>Robert Ruarl~, ·The ;-:oncv B~1.d~·;cr, (Grcenv.•ich, Connecticut:
:r'.:lYJCctt Public2.tic~1.s, Inc., 15)GC), 6.39. ·

Connecticut:
Fai'ICott

13

14
the result of this writer's independent judgment made .three times
over a period of six

~onths--with

no conscious recourse to previous

judgments.
The numbered paragraph statements are listed on following
-

pages.

:--~~.

-~·

........

'

If two statements are taken from the same page, the statements

have the same number
example:

followed by a small letter of the alphabet, for

4a, ·4b ,_· 4c, etc.

These are the numbers that appear in

Table I, i!lllllediately.following
the list of the
paragraph statements.
.
.
The numbers one (1) and tvro (2) which appear above certain words in
the paragraplJ statements wi11 be considered -in the following Chapter.
These words are selected on as objective a basis as can be obtained
by a single writer when dealing with rather subjective material.
Table II is a bar-graph showing the

distribution
of rage, anger, and annoyance in the two novels, The Honey Badger1 5
co~parative

and Poor No More. 16 Table III is a bar-graph illustrating the comparative distribution of rage, an&er, and_ annoyance in both novels
considered as a single unit.
· Table II and Table III follow directly Table I at the end of
this Chapter.

l5Ruark, The Honey Badger.
lGRuark, Poor Ho !1ore.

PARAGRAPH STATBHENTS
The Honey
l.

Robert Ruark

B~dger

l
l
2
But then he had never understood Amelia very well, either,

except for one thing:

he had understood that she had a l'ositive

l

genius, a dedicated vocation for the ferreting out of small
facts which wouid eventually prove unpleasant, if not downright
horrifying, to know.

That he had understood.

The tracking down
2

of those small defects in his.character had mushroomed until he
l

stood finally aghast at the total measure of his sins, of the
l

petty grievances she had magpied over the years.

That, he

supposed, was v;hat was happening--had happened--to the marriage.
(p. 18)' Annoyance

(Rejection)
l

2.

"I don 1 t want any goddam eager beavers," the Admiral would have
l

l

said, ·nr don•t want any son-of-a-bitch bucking for a medal.
2

l

l

give me an even strain, and the ship 1 ll stay taut.
need any heroes ashore."

(p.26)

Just

Annoyance

We don 1 t

(Rejection)
.l

3.

Both fighters roared into the middle of tho ring, slugging
l

flatfooted, firmly planted.

l

Alec looked at Barbara Bayne,

\~hose

. l.b

l

•

2

l

breath was coming in short hisses from white-pinched nostrils.
l

Her lips were bitten together in a straight line, and her breasts
·heaved every time one of the men connected solidly.
(p. 58)

None

(Reproduction) .

l'
2
4a •.•••• I just left Amelia.
in what I stand in.

l
The walls caved in on me.

Combination of circumstances.

too. bruising to bear."

4b.

(p.· 98)

Annoyance

I took off
Combination

(Deprivation)

UI fi(lally.went and done it and, as Tim Costello would say, me
1
1
heart is black and me spirit is sick and sore, and she did not
1
I was planning to get plastered.

come at me with an axe.
(p. 98)- Annoyance

(Deprivation)

2

· 5a._ The bad_ day was over; _the screaming conscience had departed.

It

1
1
was- a, funny S\lnday in New York •. ,Di Maggio had snapped his slump.

The Yankees were ahead, 1-0.

(p·. 114)

Annoyance

(Reproduction)·

1

5b.' · "The hell v;ith her," Alec Barr said aloud.
1
l
good out of me as I've J;ad out of her.

nshe 1 s had as much

The hell with her.

2

never going home again.n

(p. 114)

Anger

(Rejection)

I 1m

17
1

6.

The Admiral beckoned me to come aboard, and this time his Marine
1
snotnose let r.1e in.

2
I must say that "the war \"las so freshly over
1

that I was the only officer processed back to peace out of Washirigton, D. C., that day."
"And hot/ have you found the peace, so far?" ex-flunner 1 s Hate
1

Patrolman Shapiro asked.
1

1
11

7.

(p. 146)

It stinks," Alec Barr said.

AnnoY,ance

(Rejection)

2·
1
1
God-dammit, I am sick and tired of being told things for my own

1

good·.

1

·But 11 --Alec ·smiled sheepishly--"I have to admit that . this

1
2
hectic night-life business is.wearing pretty thin.

God Almighty,

do you realize that the other evening I found myself in bo"t<h the
··:

1
Storl~

2
Club ana El Horocco?

boy.

Horrible."

1

1
I I m becoming the hea·dwai ter Is pinup

1

Alec shuddered.

(p •. 162)

Annoyance

(Rejection)

8a.

Her passion for good works keiJt her. physical motors running eigh· teeli hours a day, and he:c passion .for describing her passion for
good works kept her to11gue· ·raci:1;; for twenty hours a· day_.
(p. 170)

Annoyance

(Rejection)

.LO

1

8b.

She inflicted Alec at a minute age with unwanted medical knowledge; horrid glossy photographs_ of breech presentations, flower1

1

ing chancres, awful areas of sores and ulcers and rashes and
cancers from her quite extensive library of pseudo-official
1

medical books.

(p. 170)

Annoyance

(Rejection)

1

9.

"Too long,"

1

Alec said truthfully.

"Entirely too long. 11 Christ,

he thought, I doubt if I ever had what you would call a real
2
home-cooked meal, not if you count the dismal home-fried provender

2
1
my mother and old Lil managed to scare up between them.
(p. 226) _Anger

(Rejection)
1

lb.

1

They disappeared through the door, and Alec stood sourly on the
2
curb, feeling left out .and lonely despite- his nev1 clothes, his

· almost-·new <;:ar, his cargo of whiskey and the money hot in his
2

pocket.

There had been such an air of old proprietorship ·about

Jimmy's immediate possession of Amelia.

(p. 240)

Annoyance

(Deprivation)

11.

"I am not going to

lil~e

1

you too much for making a point out of
2

this.

I'll uo it, but I won t like it.
1

If I didn t love you-1

1

and if I didn't want to keep you, and didn't want to make a row
1

2

out of something silly--! think I'd tell you to go straight to

.

. .hell "

Anger

(p •. 258)

(Rejection)
1

l2~

"The fact is that I hate horses, and when they stopped getting
1

it in the.guts, I kind of gave up the aficion business.

Also

1

when they started cutting the vocal cords so·the tourists
1
couldn't· hear them scream, it put me off my· stroke."

Anger

(Rejection)
1

13a.

(p •. 290)

1

2

"Okay, Bette Davis, 11

1

1

Alec said, nastily again.

11

! !mow the walk.

1

Cut."
1

Barbara

1

turned in fury, her eyes slitted, her mouth spitting
1

words.

11

1

By God !.don't know what. I saw in you!

Narrow, spiteful,

1

devious, arrogant, midd.le-class, nasty little man! 11
· Rage

13b~

(p. 298)

(Rejection)

1
"I'm not ·trying to cut people down to midget size in front of
2

1

other

_people~"

Alec made his voice weal'Y·.

...

! n;erely object to

1

the wholesale presentatiOn of horseshit.
1

11

And I resent being

1

baited by some slick Spick Ylho 1 s trying to get· into your pants

2

through the process of making me lose mine."

14.

Anger

(Rejection)

1

1

1

Alec ·Barr cursed, drained
lights, and wimt

~hj_s drj_n~t

.in one gulp, turned off the

1
to bed.

bacl~

1
1
1about that crack- about
(p. 346)

(p. 298)

Annoyance

At least she wasn't dead, but how
2

11

two attractive women on the loose"?

(Deprivation)
2

15a.

"I'm asking you,"
~·

Amelia said her eyes glittering.

How long have you been laying her?"

(p. 394)

"you tell
Rage

(Rejection)

15b.

"I haven't got the first
1

faint idea·of what you•re talking

1

about," Alec _said.

"Believe me.

2
about Dinah L.a\'lrence anyhow?"

Hem ·would you kno\'1 anything

1
He. snapped his fingers. ·

of course, Our dear sweet friend has come to call ar;ain..
Auntie Francis and his. portable cesspool.
(p. 394)

15c.

Anr;er

Dear

(Rejection)

was growing anGrY now.
\'!e

0ho,

Am I· very wronG?"

1
"I don't kno\'1 what tk..t li-ttle faggot told you. "

told you.

11

1
Alec's voice

1
"And I don't care what the little faggot

haven't had her at the house because I haven't

21
-2

seen her in yeo.rs.

Dinah Lo.wrence is a friend of mine, like Ben

2

Lea is a friend of mine, like John Barry is a friend of mine,
likG Hare Hantcll is o. friend of mine."
1
11

0h, so you screw them, too?

suspected."

16.

"Lousy.

(p. 394)

That's a side of you I hadn't

Rage

(Rejection)_

That's v1hy I'm "here.

2

had a hell of a rov: on Christ-

\':e

1

mas Eve.

I'm accused of screwing everybody in America. but the

1

Gish Sisters.

It v1as a real dinger.

She \'lent to Washington on
1

2

the annual family safari alone, and sugcested that Timbuktu was
much too close .if it included me in it. 11

(p. 4-02)

Annoyance

(Deprivation)
1

17.

1\lihy my ass,"

1

1

2

1

Alec snapped.

11

Lee Hiller said it better than me

l

in his -book about Pyle, and he was Ernie's best friend.

I vmsr1 1 t

1

Ernie's best friend, but I damn well wrote his copy on a couple
of islands in the Pacific when he was too tired to function.
l

Ernie had plain run out of gas.

He didn't want to come out to
1

the Pacific to write about an o.lreetdy-l'lon wo.r and to get his
brains blOim out by the lo.st bloody Jap on the last unlikely

22
(p. 538)

island.

'18.

Angl3r

(Rejection)

1
It was an apartment to get out of.

It looked like evorybody 1·s

·adventure into House and Garden good taste, and the ashtrays were
1

too small.

If you got up and stared out of a window all you saw

1
2
Vias a pigeon on the sill.

1

1

Papers and magazines stacked up unbe-

lievably on the coffee tables.

It had a small bar with funny

Steinbu1•g pictures on the wallpaper, and no place, really, to
put the glasses and bottles where the bartender could reach them.
(p. 562)

~9.:·

Annoyance

(Rejection)

That do"esn 1 t make me hopeless.
cro~sword· puzzl~s

do

I don 1 t see why I 1 m

suppos~d

to

2
when he talls:s to his friends, even though

1

I'm so.goddamned bored I could scream at do-you-remembers like
tonight.

They're so bloody patronizing, these graybearded elders,

\If him they sort of look at you and sigh that Little Sister here
can't possibly understand about Home Run cigarettes and Home Run
Bals:er, whoever the hell he was •

20.

1

11

1

...

God damn it l" · he ·roared.

(p. 570)

Anger

(Deprivation)

1
"Driver, we 1 ve got to go back downtown.

23

.

I forgot somethinr; valuable.

Sorry."

(p •. 578)

Anger

(Rejection)

21.

11

You·should have married my mother!
with once!

She nas good epough to sleep

And she's certainly a member of this precious ae;e

_group of yours that knows all the secrets of the universe!"
(p. 610)

22~

11

Rage

(Rejection)

\'lhat could r:e possibly have of mutual interest to juztify an
1

hour of my .time?"
icicles.

The voice from the other end of the line dripped

(p. 618)

Anger

(Rejection)

1

23.

".BY God, this is what you get for treating enlisted men like
1
equals!~

Can't you see, you stupid s.on-of-a-bi tch, that I'm
1

· transferring you off a sad ship?

1

You want to be a God-damned
1

nu;r-se to a guy with no balls and a lot .of sad memories and stinkl

ing di-?position? · You want to.get barked at and screamed at when
what you've done isn•t your fault, but only bcGause I hate the
.idea of morning enemas?H

...

(p. 634)

Rage

(Deprivation)

PARAGRAPH STATEHENTS
Poor No Hore
2

1.

Robert Ruark
1

1

'Y'all woman behave •till I gits back.

I don•

'i.Jant

rio hair

1

pullin' and knife stickj_n 1 bout some wuthless man.
1
1
yeddy, or I snatch you bal' headed. 1

l
l
2
l
I gits back you never see sich a

Y'all behave,

So I goes to co 1 t, and. whe11.

CO!:i.lliOtion

l
in all yo' born days.

1
l
Dey is hair pullin' and kickin' and scratchin 1 e.nd hollerin 1 fit

to wake de dead,

One little gal she ain't hardly ten year old,

2
l
she still. keep cryin 1 when de fuss diG down.

( p. l8)

None

(Protection)
1

2.

"I'll be good and goddamned if I know,"

Sam Price said with

1

2

sudden vehemence.

"For thG le.st forty years I 1 d just as lenve

l
l
been in Hell with my b::::.ck broke.

l
Now go find something to do,

2

and don't bOther me no more!"

(p. Lf2)

1

·3. · "Poor dear Julie,

l

to

l~now

(Rejection)
1

Stuck first with a rouring drunk and now with

that dreadful child.
Christ."

Rase

Do you suppose he'll take after his futher?

Philip's voice was ·bitter.

"Do you think I like it,

l
l
l
l
about all tile 1::en I co.ll •uncle'?

l
1
Uncle George, the

25
2
summer gentleman.

1
Uncle Pete;r, the Cap d 1 Antibes gentleman.

1
1
2
Uncle This and Uncle That--one for Easter, one for Chrictmas, one
2

for Thanltsgiving.

Ever since the old boy died I have had a

1

1

succession of uncles I never met before--nice slick gentlemen,
1

1

mo·stly with mustaches, Ylho pat you on the head and give you presents and say with their eyes that wouldn't it ,be nice i f the
1
little monste.r went to the movieso

Or the zoo.

Or to Hell.

A~y

1
1
plc.ce, so that whatever uncle was around could get down to business of ·gc ing _to bed vvi th Hama."

(p.

7~)

Rage

(Rejectj_on)

1

4a. Look at us.
l·
back.

Lost everything.

Sold the car--no.

They took :j_t

1
He v10rking in a hotel.· Your father selling insurance.

Sellinv, insure.nce? . Nobody can buy any insurance.
1

Nobody can pay

1

.- the Piggiy-Wiggly bill.

The only reason we 1 re making it here is

1

1

..

1

_I .can· br-ing bo.ck enough stuff from the hotel- to keep us from
starving."

(p. 114)

Rage

(Deprivation)

1

4b•

11 That 1 s

1

1

the only cash money we got in the house right novr and a

1

1

shirttail boy had tq' bri;g.it to me.
1

waitress, and glad to get it.

Ny sister's 1'/orking as a
1

\'!here's our house?

1

This rat-trap?

26
We used to have tv10 cars.

Your father played golf.

And you--

1

l

a shirttail boy--h<we to give me the only cash in the house."
(p_. 114)

4c.

Rage

(Deprivation)

l
His mother glared at him.
1

1

Better?

l
Her tears had stopped.
1

1

How'll it get better?

He \'/Orting in a kitchen like a

1

1

nigger?
Rage

5.

l
"Better?

Your father peddling insurance?

Better?"

(p.

114)

(Rejection)

The jealous gods ruin happiness held firmly in the hand, lodged
deeply in the heart, starkly <:;raven in the brain.
reason for it.
(p. 138_)
1

This vtas the

It was possibly the fault of the drunks.

Annoyance

(Deprivati'on)

l

6 •. Cro.ig slapped the report dor;n on the desk.
1
11

1

Goddamn Greeks,"

1

he muttered.

to do· it v:i th depletion.

. a tame prince . 1 ~

7.

11

11

They do it with ships.

I have

Vlhat I need is a Panamanian flag. and ·

(p. 178)

Annoyance

2
I.told.you I nanted him at seven.

(llej ection)
2

1

For the love of.God, have you

l

cot to ho.ve it in triplico.te? 11

(p. 186)

Anger

(Rejection)

27
1

8.

1

I !mow men, all right, and I !wow what the bastard does to relax,
2
and I wonder Vlho it is this time?

As if it me. de any difference

2

·-any t:wro.

This boy don't need no golf to relax.

born relaxer from Relaxersvillq.

(p. 202)

1
1
9a. · They get a little sick of being treated as
\'Ia$

1
bitter.

"I'm ashamed.

Rage

Look at you.

Look at you.

How

~-you?"

\'lhy do you

1
Her voice stamped its foot.

(p. 210)

(Re.j ection)
1

10.

A clown.

1
HOVJ can you stand her, her and

1

.Rage

Her voice

• 11

(Rejection)

let her make a clown out of you?

. -.

equals 1

(Rejection)

1
1
For God's sake, why don't you people

(p. 210)

act your age?"

her.

Anger

1
1
"They get more than a little sick of seeing the

messes their parents are.

9b.

1

He's a natural-

l

Julie duFresne spoke soberly, bitterly.
•

"I'm afraid vre 1 ve had

1

a bit ·of bad luck vrith

Phi~.ip.

When you left you were a boy,

1

but you

c2.~1e

back a man.

Philip left as an exar;e;erated man, and
l

has more or less dee;eneratcd'into a nasty child.

...

He's in Europe,

2
1
still on allo-::e.nce, with his hair curling on his neck.

Possib],y

28
1

1

unwashed, writing bad poetr;y: without capital letters, and picking
1
up sailors in nissoirs.

(p. 258)

1
1
Because I brolce up my wife 1 s car?

ll.

l

Annoyance

(Rejection)

Because I killed my baby nhen

1

1

I broke up my wife's car?

Because today I got a raise ai1d nothing
1

else except a phony titls from those pe.Jple in the bank?

I don't

l

know, Uncle Charlie.

11aybe I' ra crazy. 11

(p. 338)

Anger

(Denrivation)
'

l
2
I do two men 1 s work for half the money anc.J.'. they still fe0l like

12.

2
And when Old

1

Iim an office boy, married to thCJ boss• daughter.

2
1
Norton 1;1ouldn 1 t lend me the mon0y for the car--without your. signature-.;-"

1
l
l
Craig bij; .the words--"wi thout your signature-- I just

l
l
felt like·r .nas butting my head agai~st a wall."

· .Anger

1.3~.

(Rejection)

"I pai\1, my de&.:r;
price.

. (p. 346)

I paid.

2
Dives .in Hell never paid a ·dearer

Lazarus had more latitude v;ith his leprosy.

2
1
l
· tha.t damned mill, from bottom. to· top.

I learned

I mcr;,orized it.

1

I

1

lictened to o.ll the bitching from th0 laborers.

l

I studied rm·1

1·

cotton ·su:;;ply agQ.inct consumer dee:and for shoddy drctY!ers.

I

29
1
1
went visiting bG.ck to the share crop cotton plantations, and

1

1

talked t0 the Negroes about how much they owed the company store
for side meat.

14.

(p. 418)

Anger

(Rejection)

Evidently the bourbon and the anger had seized firm hold of
1

2

Haybelle.

11

1

1

Be sure and hire one with big tits,"

and poured herself another drink.

(p. 434}

she snapped,

Anger

(Rejection)
1

l

15.

She stopped crying and glared at him.

11

'rhere ain't no such
1

thing as a nice girl!"

she cried.

1

"There are just girls!

Just

2

girls, made for men to love and to hold close and take to bed!
1

1

Just girls!

Girls that go to the toilet and have ·the curse once
2

.....

a month and fall in love with men that they want to

You

1

know what I mean.
to say it?

You use .t.he word all the time.

I'll say it.

F , •

ri

(p. 466)

You want me

Rage

(Incorpor-

ation)
l

2

16.· "Goddammit, I didn't fire him!

If I hea.r it once or t;·rice more
1

you'll have

~1e

believing it myself."

Craig felt his voice go

1

shrill and didn• t lil<e it.

(p·. 55-lf)

Rase

(Rejection)

30
17.

2
1
That feller didn't have no right to come messin' around, nosin 1
1

into what wasn 1 t none of his business now how. 11

Lim'IOod spat
2

again.

"Anything I do despise is any kind of people messin'

1

1

around.

1

1

1

They all a bunch of son of a bitches and suck-egg dogs,
1

1

1

(p. 594)

and me, I'd shoot a suck-egg dog.

Anger (Rejectiorr) .
1

18.

"And so now they say you got your so-called company pimp, so\ 1

called company whore, and your· built-in martyr, what?"

1
2
kept his voice low and very terse.
2

19.

(p. 610) -Anger

1
Craig

(Rejection) .

1

1

I've got to leave all this and go ba.ck to my own savage soil,
1

1

1

where all the people are baboons, but without any humor, and the
1

2

1

1

dry riv_er beds are paved with concrete instead of dung--concrete
1
1
so thick no elephant can dig himself a well but has to subcontract
1

1

·the job· to Consolidated Edison •. All the mountains have elevators,
lifts, anc: the hyen<J.s wear narrow-shouldered suits and undented
1

1

hats with bows in the
1

1

bacl~.

The vultures hover, ever waiting to

1

.

pick the bones, and all about you are ants.
1

1

ten million ants,
2

each with a special problem and a hunger all of its own.'
(p. 649)

Annoy::mce

(Rejcct:Lon)

31
>:o.

2

1

"Right.

Do you like to
1

thinl~

1

about the old days--all the lying

1

1

1

and cheating and stealine;--yes, stealing, by God--that you had
1

1

to do to eat so you could mah:e All-American and help pay for a
1

1

1

stadium and make the drunk alumni happy and keep the coach in his
1 .

1

1

·job and grab a lot of space in the papers'?
. 1

Vlhen you kne\'1 damned

1

well you were ruore of a crook for playing college football than
you WGre when you \'!ere bootlegging that time'?

(p. 658)
1

21.

Do you·
1

1

1

like to think about it now?
li ttle'? 11

Do you?

Anger

Doesn 1 t it make your flesh crawl a
(Rejection)
1

1

'Io.u knov: damned well that you buy what you get, that you ee.rn
,'

what you buy.

1

Whether you earn i t in bed or in the stock market
. 1

. 1

don't 'mB.ke a damned bit of differenc·e.

Don•t gimme that wistful

1

poet bit, or the next thing I know you'll be living in thG Village
an'q· letting your hair grow.
can can be complicated.
ain 1 t n'othing simple.
(p. 666)

Anger

SuTe it 1 s complicated.

Going to the

Having a ·child is complicated.

There

1
By now, I thought you' d 'lmm·/ that. 11

(Incorporation)

"·

32
2'2a.

On fifty thousand a year'little Carol is going to have herself
1
a ball.

2

2

1-\UI~my'

1

s still got custody of me--nej_ther you nor she

1
;:;eemed interested enoueh to fight for my custody, which just

filled me with wild enthusiasm for my parents, both of them, you
1

know, honor thy father and thy mother kind of crap--so I'm

1
going to do just exactly what I want to.

2
Eunmy dear couldn 1 t

care lGss, being loaded; and I wouldn't think there's much use
in another court battle for the privilege of my company.

I

'.1

wouldn't iive vrith eithGr one of you on a bet.
.Ailg0r

(p. 682)

(RGjG ction)
1

22b.

You both stir.k, vri th the difference that I' 1:1 sorry for Hummy
1
. 2
and it would be putting it mildly to say that I hate your guts,

Daddy d"ear. 11

(682) · Anger

(Rejection)
1

23.

"So this is ·,vhat it's like to bG a big shot from New York, dm·:n
1

1

here "giving us poor country people a break,"

This then progrGssed

1

to:

"No Yankee-Jew bast"'rd can cor.10 doim here and tell us how

l

to run our business,

(Rejection)

2

11-i-uu~
':-~r:~r-lovl· n'

• • • • • • •

''

(p. 714)

Rage

33
1.

24.

1

l

l

.

Craig picked up a concrete-based no parking sign, which no man
2
is supposed to be able to lift, and in a swift surge of the old

··blind rage attacked the roof of the cab, deeply denting it.
l I
l
2
l
He cast· avtay the mighty bludgeon and dived into the back seat,

2
1
making mewing noises; his lips curled in a leopard snarL
l
seized the front of the buriy young man's coat and yanked.

He
The ·

1
l
l
l
··coat carr;i.ed away, and Craig sprawled backward on the sidewalk,

1

2

furious at the awlmard turn.

Still making little animal noises,

.l
.. 1
he lun.ged back into the cab, and this time, when he returned to
1

·the sidewalk, he had the man's necktie and most of his shirt front

. 2
i'n one hand, and had managed to bloody the man 1 s nose vti th the

other.·

(p.· 722)

l

. 25~

•

Rage

(Rejection)
1

1

~·Go ddammi tall , 11

Craig said, as he hung up.

1.
now is· another wingding to cope 'with.
and what's she up to?.

1

"All I need right

Where the hell is she,

The fight wasn•t that bad.

matter what the sawbones says, I'll· have a drink."
Anger

,.

(Deprivation)

...

Well hell, no
(p. 746)

1

26.

It v1as a terrible, horrible,· m-1ful world, she thought,. for a woman
2

alone--a v1orld of concierges and taxis and ships and airports· and

2

1

taxis and all';ays the same smile, as a benevolent shark might in1

·(p. 786)

spect a prospective supper.

Annoyance

1
1
27. ·"So the man said, 'Shut up and let th.e poor kid

(Deprivation)·

sing,~

and when
1

they didn't--they were English tourists and arguing about the high
1

1

cost of Players or something--he just picked up his table and

1

1

slung it at them.

They paid up and left. ·.He was a very big man

and looked terribly fierce."

794)

(p.

Rage

(Rejection)

1

28.

"I'll pay you,"

Carol snapped, "exactly what you're V/Orth.

1

of this·place. 11

29·•. 11 \'h:,iat

:(OU

810)

(p.

2

2

1

get d.re~ssed and tak'e me back to Honte.
Anger

v1ant here, !·lister?"

Now

I don't like the smell

'(Rejection)

'h® asked.

1

"I thought a drinlc,"
"I'm sorry, Hister.

Craig said •.
This place strictly for the colored folks.

\'/e ldnd of old.,. fashioned.

...

We ain't integrated here.

1

better shove off, go

bacl~

Hay be you
1

your part of torm."

Every black face

::o
1

in the bar was turned, evsry ear cocked.

There was no friend-

ship in their faceso
1

CraiE; assaysd t!le cold hosti1i ty.

(p. 818)

An!1oyance

(Rejection)

··:

5b
TABLE I
PARAGRAPH STATEl·ENT DLSTRIEUTION AS TO THE
THREE IHTEi'!SITIES OF TiiE Ei·iOTIVE STATE
"DESTRUCTIOI\ 11 :
RAGE, Al'WER, Ai!D Ai':l'lOYAHCE

'rho Honey Badger
RAGE

M!GER

13a

5b

15a
15c
21

a

23

'

·n

AI,iHOYAllCE

NONE

1
2

3

12

4a
4b

13b

5a

15b

6

17

7
8a
8b

19
20
22

10
14
16
18
Poor No Hore

RAGE

. ANGER

ANNOYJUfCE

2

5
6

4a

7
8
11.

4b

12

4c

13

9b

14
17
18

3

15
16

20

23

21

21t

22a

25

22b

27

28

10
19
26
29

NONE

. 1
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TABLE II
NUEERICAL COHPAFiATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF THE THREE
INTENSITIES O:ii' THE EHOTIVE ST;lTE "DESTRUCTION":
RAGE, ANGER, Al':D ·ANNOYANCE
The Honey Badp·er
- --··- ,.. --·--·2--~ --

25
20
15
10

5
I

I,

0

RAGE

ANGER

RAGE

ARGER

.25
<::0

15
10
5
0

ANl'ZOYAHCE

NONE

)6

TABLE III
NUJ.!E~ciCAL

COilPA~cATIVE

DISTRIBUTIO?T

CONSIDJ':::~Il'!G

THE T,;,:o l'~OV:!!:LS, T:-;:::; UOT-::6Y . .B.~~DG:S~ Al·JD

POOR

R4.GE

~!0

!CORE, AS A Sll'IGL:S uiHT

Af.IGER

AIH·TOYANCE

EONE

50
45
40

35

30
25
20
15
··:

10

5
0

'

.

..

I

I

./;l

In the c:Glr:!ino.tion of the .si:-:ty-tvlo paru.,::T.:.l:ph

.

st~tc:.:ents

it is determined th<..Lt all but t·,,ro of' the stc..tc::1cnts can be cate-

gorized as b~longing to PJ.utchil•' s 1 '7 emotive st9.te "destruction."
In breali:Lng doun this emotive ctate into its t!1roe intensities and

considerinG each pn.rat;r;;;:.ph statement in terms of one of these intcnsitie.s (rage, ancer, or annoyance), the follor!ing results occur.

Eighteen (18) par£>.graph ste.ter,wnts are determined to be
exa-aples of rage; t\':enty-three (23) stater1ents are considered exatl!ples
of angel'; nineteen (19) statements are

deterr~ined

to be annoyance.

Considering these results in terms of percentages, 29.0% of the paragraph statements are rage;

37.1%

are anser; 30.6% are annoyance.

The int.ensi ty anger has the highest frequency of occurrence.
Both the higher intensity, rage, and the lower intensity, annoyance,

occur less often.

17 Plutchik, op. cit.

CHAPTER III
WILLI.AHS 1 THEORY AND P.N ·APPLICATION OF THAT
THEORY TO P.ARAGP.APH STATEHENTS CARP.YING THE
El:10TIVE INTENSITIES:

RAGE, ANGER, AliD ANNOYANCE

IN TV/0 HOVELS OF ROBERT RUARK
In the previous Chapter selected paragraph stateY,1ents from
·Robert Ruark's The Honey Badger18 and Poor No Hore 1 9 were identified
and categorized as belonging to one of the three emotive intensities
of the emotive state

11

destruction 11 --rage; anger, or annoyance.

This

Chapter v;ill consider the same sixty-two paragraph statements in
relationship. to Vlilliam.s' classification of letter sounds, both
vowels and consonants.
Chapter Five,- 11 Beauty of Style, 11 "in George G. Williams textbook, Creative wr; ting~ 0 concerns itself with the vov;el and consonant
.

.

letter-sounds that make \'lOrds or a series of words beautiful, ni3'gative,
or ugly.

Ner;ative, according to Williams, is neutral· and therefore not

considered in this paper.

Williams define.s beauty as 11 that which grat.
.
.
.
. 21
olfies the eye or ear independently of other· considerations; 11
.however, he points out that sound cannot please. the· eye, as ther_e· is no
visual image to be considered.

Sounds must be

consider~d

as beautiful

(pleasant) or ugly (unpleasant) depending entirely on their ·effect
on the hur.1an ear.

10

lSRuarlt, The Honey Bade;cr.

.'Ru2.rk,· Poor No

21

20\'1,
~--i:l..:..'
~ op. cit •
• l. 11<. . :. . .....

,.

40

Ibid., p. 107.

~·

Williams contends that although the order of his liotings
\'JOUld vary from individual to individual, near·ly all Enr;lish speakin_g
people would categorize tho

sounds as being "beautiful" or "ugly,"
if asked to })lace sounds in such a listing •.22 Table IV, \'lhich follOI'IS
Gar.JO

this chapter, is a listing oT vowel and .co.risonant l9tter-sounds considered beautiful, nec;ative, or ue;ly by Williams.

.

.

In tho discussion.of his classific.:ction of vpwel-lettcrs and
consonant-letters into categories of beaut:Lful, negative, .and ugly,
. Ylilliams r1entions some problems in malting such a cl:cssification.
notes t;1e

11

s 11 and

11

d11 problem.

"They seem to be

be~utiful

He

vrhen they

occur alone, but are ugly when prominently repeated in successive
words. 112 3

He also notes that the negative letters tend to become ugly

with too much repetition.

Vlilliams discusses the problem of consonants:

a sentence overloaded with consonants, no matter what the consonants
may be, tends to be harsh in sound.or ugly.
11

b, 11

11

d" and

11

t, 11

11

f'' and "v, 11

11 gll

and

Hk., 11

The consonants "P" and
11

m" and nn," and nsn and

"z," sound 9.0 much alike that if one is at the end of cine word and
another is at the bcginniilg of the next word, the·sound produced is
unpleasant or ugly.

Williams sfves .these examples of ugly sentences

showing the liaison of pairs of conson::',nts:
11

The bifj ldng kicked Tir:l.
fi. plain ma~ust drinl~ r;ood tea. n2 4

22T, . d
_o~

•' p. 108.

23 Ibid.

24I'()~'d

.

Certai:fl lctter·c, such as the fl.:.tt non n.nd nu,'' the "k,''

and the

11

11

h,'' "f,"

ou" as in house nill produce an ugly-sounding line:

11

Fat

black bucks in a barrel-house rooru." 2 5
\'lilliams also points out that letter-sounds must correspon<i
to the sense the

is trying to cor!vcy.;

~uthor

11

not· only are certain

sounds beautiful or ugly in themselves, but certain sounds conyey

certain f~olinr;s." 26

Indeed certain situations or emotions demand

beautiful or ugly sounds in ordel' to be effectively e::pressed.
sider

t\70

Con-

rathor common American expressions both in relation to the

unpleasant or ugly' sounds, the pleasant or beautiful sounds, and the
content or meaning:

"I love you. 11 'and

11

Shut up! 11 •

"I love you.", ·contains the long "I," the
the "u" sound in

11

11

The sentence,

1, 11 the long "o," the "v,"

you 11 --:.3.ll listc,d in Williams 1 category

The sentence, "Shut up!", contains the

11

11

bo~mtiful.

11

s, 11 the "u" as in "up," the

ut, n another "u" as in "up, 11 and the ":P 11 - - all listed as

with the exception of

11

11

ugly 11 sounds,

t 11 Tihich is categorized as a negative consonant.

Certainly, tne sentence, "I love you.", i_s a tender, loving e::pression
and has the a}!propriate sounds for such an.expression; whereas,

up!" is

11

Shut

a

harsh--ugly both in sound and meaning--comr.tand. Williams
lists particular·sounds that convey certain feelings. 2 7 Table V,
follol'ling this Chapter, lists these sounds and tho feelings or emotions

2 5Ibid., p; 109'.
26 Ibid., p. 110.
27 Ib"lCi..'
'
:!?!?· 110-:113.

n

the_y ·tend to evoke.

ChQrlcs ·F. ITocl:ett 2o sto.tes:

"The theory of

· -·.S-ynestheoia prO})Oses that there are certain types of resemblance
from one sense modality to another:

that is, that certain sounds,

lilw 'certain lir;b.ts, can be classed as "bright, 11 versus other sounds
and lights whlch a1e 11 dullo 11

theory

tJm·~

Hockett's stc:.tem.ont rei::.1forcos Williams'

cert2.in sounds do, of tlwmselves, have certain emot:Lonal

connotations anci create pleasant or unpleasant reactions in the

·If a. modern American novelist v;ishes to convey rage, anger,
or annoyance, the three intensities of the emotive state "destruction,"
vlill he· conscio'.lsly or unconsciously use tlords Yli th vov1el and consonant
sounds different from the words he would choose. if he wished to convey
the eJ.;otivc state '"reproduction," with its intensities:
and happiness'?

ecstasy, joy,

Perhaps the most effective rmy of exploring this ques-

· tion is to e::amine the sixty-two paragraph statements listed in. the
previous Chapter for words containing a

predo;~inate

number of v011el

and consonai\t letters falling into Vlilliams 1 classification of beautiful or ugly.· On this basis the v;ord, as a unit, can be classified
. as ·beautiful· or ugly.

Since this monograph is concerned Vlith

11

sounds

·of al1g 0 r 11 and. is concerned with tho Emotive. state "destruction," it
is ·expec"ted that the ugly 1·;ords will outnumber the beautiful· \'lOrds.
The· sixty-two p2.ragraph statements from the t1'io novels by
Ruark, inclu.deO.. in Cha};lter II, ho.vo the sr.,all numb e).' one (1) nri tten
above .:i '·:ord classified as ugly:
(2) is r:ritten above a

1'/Cl'd

in the sane mo.nner the

...clacsified

as boautJful.

28 Chu.rlcs F. Hockett, A Course in :·:odcrn
York:

nu~nber triO

The.J.le,cnillan Co:.rp;my, l965), p.2')9.

Lin:~uictics,

(Now

Table VII follO\'Iil1G this· Chapter, indicates the numerical
.distribution of the ugly and beautiful YIOrds found in the paragraph
statements of each of the two novGls.

Table VIII, follov1ing Table

VII,· indicate$ the nunerical distribution of the words into the t·::o
categories when both novels arc considGred as a

sin~;le

unit.

'

. In order to establish that those ugly \'fOrds' fit into the
emotive dimension "destruction" rather than "deprivation", for
exa!:lple, the \'lOrds must be e~~amined for high tone vonel sounds. Emd

for . shar1)
or . quick vowel and consono..ntal tones.
.

Words of rac;e,

anger, and annoyance are characterized by high vor1als and a corrosponding quic:~ness or sharpness.

5J.Lf percent of the three hundred

and sizty-one ( 361) \'lOrds fit into the "destruc.tion 11 dimension •

...

TABLE IV
I'JILU.I\HS 1 C.I\T:6GORICAL LISTING OF VOWELS
Al'TD COEriONATTT.S IH'.LO CLAGSIFIC_~;l'IOES .Oli' BEAUTIFUL,

NEGATIVE, AHD UGLY

COllSONANTS

Beautiful

Negative

Ugly

1

t

k

m

f

b

n

VI

p

r

y

h

v
s

g

d

z

j

VOWELS

Negative
a. - arm

o - ode
oo - moon
u. .- tuneful
a - ale
e - be

i - white
·ill .

Ugly
e.u - all
ou - out
u - up

a - fat
e - well

oi (sometimes)

.·

. ' TA)3LE V
\'iiLLIAHS 1 CLA.SSIFIC!~TIOH OF vo·,·:EL LETT::::P.S AHD
T!iE EHOTIOi! OR FF.ELU:G CONVEYED l3Y EACH

VO~iEL

LETTER

FEELinG OR Ei•lOTICN COJ:JVEYED

-0

sonorousness, solcr.tnity,
pO\'Jer, mournfulness

quick'brir;htness
delight, happiness

-a

lazy deliberation,
stateliness, undeviating
straightneGs, weight
keen feeling

e

- oo·
-u,

soothing, sm.ooth, curative

a, e, u

heavy, flat, platitudinous
depressinG

t..
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TAilLE VI
VJILIJI:'LIS 1 CLA.SSIFICATIOE 8F CCESOJ·.f.ANT I1E 1r':PERS
JdTD rl'HE E~;OTIO:T O:R F2~ELIN~ CO:i-rJEYED BY EACH

COl~SOlTAN'£

1ETT2TI

m,n

FEELING 011 Ti·'IOTIOl-T CUNVEYED

suspension, lulling, so,othing

r (with long vowelc)

calm, clcccr, musical

r (with consonants)

lnrsh, rasping

1

liquid, light, translucent,
pale, soft

s (not with long
vowels)

S\';i ft, agile

s (;-;i th lone; voncls)

slo\'1, deli berate

b, t, p

abruptness, chopped-off

g, h, j

rough, savage

.. :

TABLE VII
l!UHERICAL DISTRIBUTIOJ! OF BEAUTIFUL MID
UGLY VIOilD.S FRCJ.; T~IE SI::TY-T\'10 PARAGRAPH
STA'.i'KlENTS BASED OlT BEAUTIFUL All::::i UGLY SOUNDS
AS DEFIHED BY \'IILI.IAI-iS

The Honey Bo.d[ier

Beautiful

Ugly

Beautiful

Ugly

120
100
80
60

20
0

280
240
200
160
120

so
40

0 -'----
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TA3LE VIII

NUl·iERIC.P.L

DI.S~RI:SU 1~PION

O!i' BEAUTIFUL AHD UGLY

\'lORDS F::.iO!·! TJ:E SIXTY-T'.'JO PAf?ACfL·lPH STATZ:-:2:?TTS
B.l\..S:~D 01'! DE!:.UrriFUL A:-~D UGLY SOU:TDS AS DEFII;ED BY

1'/ILLIAi-:S \7l!EH

CO~TSIDE~IiTG

Beautiful

375
350

325
300

275
250
225
200
l75

.150.

100

-75
50

25
0

BOl'H !-:0\TELS AS A sr:·TGLE UlfiT

50
The rccult of thin

cxa~.lino.tion

of nordn considered to hnve a

predominate ·number of beautiful or ncly vo_v/Cl or consonant letters
yields the follO\'Iing inforTJation.
Four hundred anc thirty-four (434) y;ords from the paragraph
staterJe_nts huvc a p:rodoraiil:ttc nur.iue'r of·- bcal.itiful or ur;ly Y0\7el or
consonant sounds.

Seventy-three of these Lr31:. r:ords hnve e. prodomi-

Ilccte number of beautiful sounds; three hundred o.ad si;-:ty-one (361)
·:1ords have a :p:cedor.1in.:t to number oi" ugly soi.mds.

Coi1sidering these

figures in tert~s of purccntc.ges, 16.0% of the \'lords fall into the

beautiful sound cate;;ory; 83.27G arc in the ugly souqd category.
There are ap:pro::imatoly five (5) times as many ugly \'!Oris as t!lere
are·beautiful·words.

CHAPTEil IV
REISS 1 '!IOHD CATEGORIZA'l'IOli Al!D Al·l APPLICATION

TEE Er!OTIVE DIHEliSIO:·:s:

RACE, AiWEil, AHD A:•!i'iOYAi!CE IN

T\VO NOVELS OF ROBEnT RUARK

The selected }?aragraph statements from Robert Ruark's The

Honey Bo.dger 29

and Poor Ho Hore3° were discussGd in Chapter III in

terms of classifying \'lords in those· par,<graph statements into "boautiful" or "ugly" categories.

This step v;as tal:en according to Williams'

classification ·of letter sounds into "beautiful" or "ugly" catGgor:Les.
This Chapter deals ·with emotive meaning or response according

to thG categories of words classified by SamuGl ReiGs in Lanr;uar;e
and

'~1
Psychology;~

ThG purpose of Reics' study "is to derive \'lhatever

insight we can into the psychology of human thought usinG the \'lOrds
of language itself, by which thouGhts are_ formulate& and conveyed, as
our tool. n32

Reiss' worlc a~serts that many words are related and inter-

J.inli:ed with each other in sound as \'iell as meaning.
refers to a.s phorieto-semant·ic variants.
state that

11

This concept permits Reiss to

r;ords have a potential existence \'!ho.se actual existence

1•
Z9Ruor
The Honey Bacle;er.
........ .L\.'

30R
_ uar.c, .._,

32

These i7ords he

Ibid., p. 1 .•

51

n:

may or may not be VGrified by' seG~<ing them in an unabridgGd dic·bionary • .).)
Using the idGa-association concGlYt; Reiss attempts to· characterize
essGntially thG humc:m thought process:

·.

the extended r1ord study he

presents is the methoCi he provides to e:chibi t characteristics of this
thought process concretely.

Reiss in Lanp;uage and PsychOlOGY includes

forty-six r:ord lists illustratinG hov1 "one id.Ga leads to another 11 34
and illustrating thG :r:eseli!l>lance of word sounds; therefore, he reveals
a "f.ardily reser;1blance 11 35 of certain groups· ·or VJords in regard to both
mealiing_and sound.

As an example of Reiss' categories or clusters,

List 1.3 6 ap;ears. in Appendix A.

The remailiing forty-five clusters

are handled in a similar manner--an :illustratinG a particular point
he l'lishes to stress in relation to idGa associa):ion.
that the most

i::~portant

Reiss states

contribution of his study is an "indicated

shift in emphasis from preoccupation with thG concrete language
s~'T.l~Ols

to the ps:rchologicell activity of idee. association to v1hich

"

.

they peiint. 11 ;;7
· Does. a novelist,. in fact, use consciousJy or unconsciously,
words falling into Reis,s 1 forty-six categories in order to produce a
· certain ef.fect or emotional re2~ction?

Ruark'·s

The paragraph state~·!len-t:.s from

Til£ Honev Badger and Poor No Hore,
33rbid., p. 2;
·34Ibid.

"5 .·
Ibid •

--?

. 3Gibid.,

pp. 3-4, SGe Al:pGndix A•

3 7Ibid., .I>· 262.

...

usGd in thG preceGdint; tv10

53
Cha}.Jters, have been exaraincd for evidence that \'iords from Reiss 1

categories or serial words arpeo.r or do nGt appear consistently.
The results of this exar.tination follow.

and identified:

YiOrds in these catecories or clusters from the para-·
':···. __

graph

Reiss' ce,tegories are listed

~tc,tementz,

~

.

.. ·~--

.. -·

if any appear., are placed in the prO!Jer category and

identified Vli th the name of the novel and the numbe.r of the paragraph

stn.te:taent as ·it

o.p::~ears

in Chapter II..

Table IX is a list of Reiss'

v1ords or serial words .found in the paragraph statements.
is a numerical distribution of Reiss' forty-six
listing their freo_uency.

Chapter.

Table X

(46) word clusters

These tables are found at ·the end of this

' TABLE IX
SERIAL LIE:rJ:2 OF '.'.'Ol1DS ACCORDI:~G TO REIS.S FOUHD
IN PARAGRAPH STATE::EI':TS FP.OH TE:;; EOHEY BJ;DGEil AND
POOR no EOP.E

The Honey Badger
List

List· l.
The Nose

List 2·.
Snappy Dynamic
Action

Para(;ra:9h Statement
Number and Words

3.

nostrils
5b. snotnose

5a. snapped
15b. snapped
17. snapped

Paragraph Statement
Number and VIOI'ds

17.
24.

nosin'
nose

L

snatch

14.
28.

snapped
snapped

List 3.
Noi9es

List

If.

Locking or

Lat·ching

16.

close

24.

stickin'
stuck
seized
close
grab
seized

20.

crab

l.

3.
14.
15.
20.

List

5•.

· l'!Oise' and

ToGetherness

55
Tl\BLE IX ( COW!'INUED)

The Hone:r Badger
List

Paragraph Statement
Numbor and ;·.;ord.s

List 6.
Shapelessness

List 7.
Heavy or Slon
Notion

List 8.
- Slumping or
Letting Down

List 9.
Rough Noise

List 10.
Heaviness or
Coarseness

List 11.
Quick Hovemeat

Paragraph Statement
Number and Words

9b. clown, clown

3.

slugging
-5a. slump

12.

lend

10.

18.

low

left out

5a. screarJing
12. scream
19. scream
23. screar-1cd

l.

15.
16.

scratchin 1 , cryin'

c-ried

2L~.

shrill
snarl

10. sourly
l5b. cesspool

19.

soil, dung

8b. racin~, racing
13n. spitting

17. spat
24.- surge, -sprD.wled
27. slUllG

··:

70

TABLE. IX ( CO!JTIHUED)
The Honey Badr,cr
List

Paragraph Statement
Number and Vlords

List 12.
SpreadinG Out

List 13.
Gleaning and
Shining

List 14.
Gliding

Paragraph Statement
Number and Vio1·ds

24.

8b,. glossy
15a. glittering·

13b. slick

lunged

lfc. glared
15. glared

3.

slick

List 15.
Sloppiness

List 16.
PollutinG or
Corrupting

13a. sp:i,ttins

17.

spat

·It b.· plastered

9a. messes
13. meut

List 17.
Hessiness.

19.

puzzles

17.
21.

List 18.
Squashiness

~-b. siCk

7. · sick

T:1essin' , messih•

bed

'J'I
TABLE IX ( COflTIIWED)

The Honey Badr;or

List

List 19.
Damp }:otion

Paro.t;raph Statement
I\!umber and 1aords

2.

ship'll

3.

roared, heaved

13a. \'lalk
'20.
23.

List 20.
Si·;ishing
Hovement

3.
10.

Parngro.ph Statement
Humber and \'."ords

3.
6.
21J.•

roaring
ships

surge

roared
ship

hisses

l.

l~ickin'

whisl,Gy

5.

happinGSS

6.

slapped

List 21.
Flogging

'List 22.
Quick Blol'l

List 23.
Relvolvirig
Nature

15c. sere\"/
16.

List 24.

TwistinG or
Writhine

screwing

14.

tits

18.

whore

./U

List

Paragr2.ph Stateli1ent
Number a1:..d !,'lorclc ·

List 25.
Tracking or
Dragging

Paro.graph Stntcment
·-·_ ''>-'J.fumbcr and riords

4b. shirtt'"il, shirttail

List 26.
Stalk or
Stick

20.

stealing, steuling

List 27.
Thin or

.

6."

Projectin;;

Sa.
11.

stinks

tone;ue

20. thinl''
22b. stirlk

thinl~

thinl~:

List 28.
Tnangy or .. Tinny

··:

List 29.
Pointed \'/ordn

Lint 30.
Eoririg, Pointed
Object

List 31;
Snclosinc;

Ite!~l

4b. shil"tail, shirtbil
sh:Lx·t

TA:SLE IX ( CO!-:TIJ:!UED)
The Honey Bo.dr,er
List

Paraeraph Statenent
Humber and Words

List 32.
Goring or Hurt- _

sore
sourly

ing

List 33.
Harming or
Stinging

Paragrc.ph Statement
Hur:Jber 1md Words

4h.

axe
13a. Cut
13b. cut

20.

cheating

11.

baby

List 34.
Gnal'ling A\'iay

List 35.
Head or Dome

List 36.
Round Objects

List 37.
Container

List 38;
Bulge or Bulk

5b. hell,hell

l.

3.

18.

hell
all

19.

19.

hell

25.

ll.

y'all, y'all,
all
Hell
all, all, all,
all, all
all

uv

TABLE IX ( CO:!TIIJUED)
Th0 Honey Bo.dF;0r
List

List 39.
Cov<:.ring

Para5raph Statement

Paragro.ph Statement

Number and \'lords

Humber and VJords

2.

shi:p 1 11

4a. caved
23. ship

List 40.
InflatinG or
InflL-:ted

List Lfl.
Spre-ading Out ·

14.

drink

6.

slapped

lL:-·

drink

25.
29.

drinl~
dril"L~

List 42.
Splotch or
Blotch

List L;.3.
Fallins Down or
Drippi"ng

· 4a. starving
4c. tears

Li·:::;t

!.:.!~.

TouchinG or
14.

';Picking

....
List lt5.
To z,nd ?ro

Actions

7.

zhuch.":erinr;

tits

bl
'l'ABLE IX ( COl!TINUED)

The Honcv Badr;cr
List

Paragraph Statement

Number and \'lords
List 1+6.
Kno cl<ing or

Poor }!o Narc
---Paragraph Stat<ment
Number and ~~.'ords

24.

Knob

I. . .

sn.:rl

TABLE X
FREQUElTCY DIDTRIBUTION OF REISS 1 '•'lORDS FCUND IH
PARAGRAPH STATEliEKTS FRO!<! '.r!'E EOll.EY BADGER
AND POOR PO HORE

-----

TilE HONEY BADGER

1.

The Nose

2

2

4

2.

Snappy Dynamic Act:Lon

3

3

6.

3.

Noises

1

0

1

4.

Locking or Latching

1

6

7

"
·'"

Noise and Togetherness

.1

1

2

6.

Shapelessness

0

2

2

7.

Heavy or SJ:ow f.!otion

2

1

3

8.

Slumping

1

1

2

9.

Rough Noise

4

5

9

10.

}Ieaviness or Coarsenc.ss

2

2

4

11.

Quick Novement

3

Lf

7

12.

Spreo.dirrg Out

0

1

1

13.

Gl em;1ing and Shining

2

2

4

14.

Gliding

1

1

2

0

0

0

Ol..

Letting Dorm

15. :Sloppiness

POOH 1'!0 !fORE

TOTAL NO,

REISS' C11.TEC-0RY ·

16.

Pollution or Corrupting

1

1

2

17.

1-lessiness

2

5'

7

18.

Squashiness

2

2

4

19.

Du.~llJ

6

3

9

20.

S\'Ji shins !-fotion

2

2

4

.21.

Flogcin~

0

1

1

l·IotiO:!l

..

TABLE X '(COHTIIIUED)
·-~~EISS'

--

THE HONliJY BADG:<:R

CATEGORY

POOR NO HOP.E

TOTAL NO.

22.

Quick Blow

0

2

2

23.

Revolving Hature

2

0

2

2lf,

Twisting or Writhing

o·

0

0

25.

Tracking or Dragging

0

2

2

26.

Stall<: or Stick

0

2

2

27.

Thin
.. or Projecting

3

3

6

28.

Twangy or Tinpy

0

0

0

29.

Pointed Words

0

0

0

30.

Boring, Pointed Object

0

0

0

31.

En.clos:i.rig Item

0

3

3

32.

Gorinr; or Hurting

2

0

2

33.

Ha:r'JOJing or Stinging

3

l

lj.

34.

Gnaning_ !may

0

0

0

35.

Head or .Done

0

0

0

36.

Round Objects

0

l

l

37.

container

0

0

0

38.
. .··Bulge
. or Bull;:

5

10

15

Cove.rinG

?

0

3

.0

0

0

39.

40. · InflatinG· or Inflated
lfl.

Spr0o.cling Out.

l

4

5

42.

Splotch or Blotch

0

0

0

·0

2

2

0

l

1

l

0

l

0

l

1

. 43 •.

Fallin[,' Do1·;n or. Dripl;ing

l;l; •.

Touchinc; or

l;5.

Actions

46.

Knocl~ing

Ticl~inc.

r_ro and.

Fro

or Knob

...

An e::runination of tile occu;.--:::-cnce of Reiss' \'lOrds or serial

.
"8
words in the sixty-two parnsrc.ph stc.temcnts fran The Honey Badger_...
and Poor No Hore39 shoY!s that:
l.

ThirteGn (13) lists or clustel'S do not app0ar at all.
(0 uords)
· · ·.

2.

Four appear one (l) time.

3.

Elev0n "(ll)

4.

Thr00 (3) clusters appGe.r th:vee (3) times.

5.

Six (6) groups appeG.r four (I+) times.

6.

One cluster appears fivG .(5) times.

7.

Two clusters appear six (6)_ times.

8.

ThrGe lists appear seven (7) ti~les.

9.

Two r;roups a:;:pear nine (9) times.

10.

One cluster appears fifteen times.

The

tot~l

~ists

(l word)

appear two (2) times.

(2 \'IOrd·s)
(3 v1ords)

(4 ;·;ords)
(5 \'lords)

(6 \'lOrds)

(7 words)
(9 words)
(15 words)

number of Reizs 1 .wordf.:i .or serial
vJords in the :!_)ara.

graph statenents is one hundred and .th:lrty_-three _(133).

The approxi-

mate total n~r:1ber of words in the paragraph statements is three ··:

tho.usar,d three hundred and thirty-nine (3339). · Reiss! \'lOrds; serial
words, or word clusters account fbr only 4.0% of the total word com1t
in the paragraph statements.
sidered significant •

. -'"8Ruark,
-o

:.>/Ru~r·.1
""'
.:.~'

This percentage· is-too small· to

be

con-.

CHAPTER V

.·

A CO)iPARISOH OF TilE RAllGES OF AGREEHEilT
OR DISAGREEl-;El·!T AEONG THE APPROACHES USED BY
APl'I~IED

WILLiftJ.JS, REISS Alm PLUTCHIK AS

PARAGRAPH STli.TEHENTS FROH
THE HONEY

B,~DGETl

ROB~RT

LeO

RUARK'S NOVELS,

PJ:D POOR NO HORE

Fact, Theories, and ,e.

Robert Plutchik in The Emotions:
Ner;. l·lodel ·

TO THE

presen·i;s a theory of emotion that wj.ll be useful in

"explaining old obcervations, suggGstin£;

ne\'1

ones, and relatine

Vlebster 1 s Ne\'i Internationa.l -Dictionar:/+2 defines

diverse ideas. 111f 1
emotion as:

11 any such de:parture from the ur::uaJ. calm stc.te of
the orr;anism as includes strong feeling, an impulse
to overt _action, o.nd intern~l bodily ch.:~nges in
respiration, circulation, glandular action, etc.;
any· one of the states desic;nated as fear, aneer,
disgust, ·grief, joy, surprise, yearning, etc."

Plutchik arrives at

eigh~

basic behavior

4

pp.tJ~,Zlrn.s

defined in terms of

gross behc:-.vioral interactions bet;·Iean or;;c.i:tisrn and environment which

he-considers to be the eight basic or prinary emotions.

11

It is sug-

gested that these represent the basic dimensiQns of e1:1otion applico.blo
to all organisr1ic levels. - They represent the prototypes of all

40P1 U t Cl1J.
' '!'
:;.., op. cit.

'+1 Ibid.,

p.

41.

42 rJebr:"'cci" s 1·:cn Intcrr:atioru::.l Dictionu.x-~r..
(G. C. Karrin.m

Co~:1l1.:-..ny:

· .?lYrin~field, ED..sz.) 191+7.

65

Second Edition

bb

emotional behavior."'+3
...

A brief sumnary of Plutchik's prototypic dimensions fallow:
INCORPORLTION - indicates an accepte.nce of siimuli
from the world into the organism.
REJECTION - indicate" a kind of l'iddance reaction
involved in gettinG rid of something
harmful which has already been incorporated •
. DESTRUCTION - occurs when the orc;anism contacts a
barrier to the satisfaction of some
need and consists of an attempt to
destroy the barl'ier.
PROTECTION - occurs under conditions of pain,
threats of pain, or destruction and'
is an attempt to avoid being destroyed,
_REPRODUCTION - indicates the response associated with
sexual behavi·or and may be defined
in .terms of

.

ap~oroach

and maintence-of-

contact tendencies,
DEPRIVATION

occurs i'ihen the organism has lost
something possessed or' enjoyed.

1
t3Plu+cllJ.".",
•
. o p. c J.· t ., p. 61 •

0(

ORIENTATIOn - indicntes contact with a new or
strange object.

When the stiraulus

is evaluated,this pattern will change
to protection, incorporation, or reproduction.
EXPLORATION - consists of more or less random activities of the organism in exploring the
environment--prototypic of human play
an d

't y. hh
'·

.

cur~os~

A chart (Table XI) listing these eight prir.mry emotive states with
varying intensities for each state follm•is this Chapter.
Plutchik asserts that these eight m::oU.ve stotes interact,
fuse, and intcrmil1gle.

He observes that these eight emotive di:ncn-

sions seem to represent bipolar fa<:tors or axes, for example; destruction versus deprivo.tion, orient(ttion ycrsus exploration and
incorporo.tion versus re.j ection, etc •.

Plutchik also notes that each
··:

emotive state has implicit intensity dimensions·:

·for. example, the

intensity dimensions of rejectioll would include boredom, dislike,
'
antipathy, disgust, repulsion, and loathing. h5
In order .to visualize this theory for tlie reader·,. Plutchik
uses th.c analOGY of the color-wheel.

11

It is necessary to conce:J,.ve.

of the primary emotions as hues which may vary in degree·of internixture (satur&tion) as well as intensity·, and as o.rrangeable ·around

lf4Ib.~~..:..,
~
pp. 61-63,
45Tb1'
~
u..

,

an emotion-circle simil"'r to

a color-v1hoel. rr4 6 This emotion-circle

-\'iOJ:·ks as a color \'!heel operQtes:

adjacent

m~otions

'than emotions more removed in position on the nhc<:-1:

are more $imilar

all emotions

· wl1ich are knol"ln in life can be produced by various combinations in
various proportions.

Table XII at the end of this Chapter is an

emotion-circle. followinG the theory ·of Plutchik.
When Plutchik 1 s theory of the eie;ht emotive states to synthesize
com:>;)lex emotions is applied, a mixture of any two ·primaries is called
a "dyad''·

If two adjacent primaries are mixed, the combinatj.on is a

primary dyad;

t\','0

primary emotions once removed on the circle are

secondary dyads; mixtures of two primaries twice removed on the circle
are tertiary dyads.

The paragraph statements

f~om

Robert Ru.:crk's

· L•7
The Honey Baduer'
. and Poor Ho Hore,48 found in Chapter II of this

monograph, have been examined by this writer for evidence of other
primary emotions apart from the emotive state "destruction" which has
alrea(\y been established.

This judgment has been.r.1ade by the writer

independentlJ' three timc,s over c. period of six months without conscious
recourse to previous judgments.

This·additional emotion is listed in

. parei1thesis at the end of each paragraph statement.
The results of thi;: re-e:{amination of the pa:·ar;ra1)h statements
ap]J.ear i.n Te,ble XITI at the end of tl1:is Chapter •. The numbers of the
paragraph s:tateme~ts, ·the paGe number of each statement, tne two primary emotions r;ith tlw intepsity valu·e of each in parenthero.es under

.

}' r
.,oi"OJ...C. •

l+7,_ll·
"'11
..
n L~ r.t-,
~
~ 1G ]!O
- ncy ,.,t.
~~a~er.
0

69
the ctr:totion,

an~)

the .type of dyad

\'lith the o..t ti tuclc resul tin.::; in

(p~--i;·:li:U'Y,

pareathe~·e:3

so~onc.~nry,

or tcrtio.ry)

under the dyad designntiol_l

When the results of tl:!in semantic c,!Ktlysis arc analyzed-each parv.gro.ph statm:1ent considered. as a unit--the second primar:y
emotion "rejectiont 1 aypeo.rs most often.
lo~.:t!d.nt;,

si tics,

dise;u~Tt,

dislike,

11 Rejectionn

bOl.,edOi~,

'll:ith its inten-

.:nld tireso;:leneso appears·

11 DclJJ:'i v2.tion" r:i th the int"en-

in forty- four pa.rc.t;raph statcr.1ents.

sities of grief, sorroY.', dejection, glooni11ess, and pcnoivencss
appears thirteen times; llreprod..uction'' \7ith the intensities of

ecst~sy,

joy, happines.c, pleasure, sercni ty; and calmness appears t·;:ic o.

1Incorporation 11 .;·;ith intensiti3s of admission, t;•.cceptancc, and incor-

1

porat~on

also ap1,1ears trJice;

11

protection 11 v:i th i

is

intensities of

terror, :oanic, fec.r, apJ!rchension, a.n6. timidity apr1ec.rs only once

D

A

bar-gr2.1)h, Table XIV, at the end of this Cho.ptcr il:!..ustr·c..tcs these

results.
When.. the inten_sitics of the emotive st2tes "rejection, 11
vation,

11

and llprotection" are considered i:q.

tc1·~:s

11

depri-

of beinG plec:!.sa.nt

or unplensant, the conclusion 1::uct be th:: t those pnrticule.r intcnsi ties
are Ullplcaca:lt.

tion, II and

11

·The attitt\des resultint; \'!hen

11

rejcction, 11 "depriva-

protcction" are crocsed \"lith the e:t:otive state

11

dcsCrnction 11

arc hostility, contempt, cleslJond.cncy, scorn, sullenness, indigno.tion,
resentment, !1ute, r;nvy,. ancuish, dict;ust, .s:.ls}.)icion, a.!ld conflict.
All of these attitudes arc

unplcc..~.:.1nt

80phico.lly offen::d.vc or re=.:ellont.
the

er:lo·Ci~.re

.stute

11

ucly, or of;cll=lvc.

L:estru. ction 11

a;1c~

in tho so nee t:"!.c.t they are philo-

A c Ol"'rclc~.tion can be l:b.de \·.rith
tl:o C}.Uality of .1)oi:lb unploaG<:.l.nt,

(U

Re-quotin~;

\'lilliai:I::, 1'1ho stated, "not only arc

cert,~.in

sounds

.bc.autiful or ucly in themselves, but ccrtz.in soun:..le conve.y certain

.
L·9
fcelincs." ' it can b0 stat0d that there is a close corrciation or
rGlat;ionship betvreen the seuantic analysis of these parar;r211h ste.. tc1

nJGnts

(Plutchil~)

and the phoner1ic analysis (l'lilliDJns).

-

The emotions

"destruction," "deprivation," and "rejection," encountel'ed moGt often
J.. n

t·h.,
._.._.c

•~nv
·~no

c--~:
..1,• ,
.: . .!:~

0 .~.

require sounC:s that are "uely" or "unple&.so.nt" in

order ·to reinforce t~1eir "ugly" or

11

unpleascmt 11 meaning.

It can b0

asserted that sense m.odali tics tend. to work togeth0r in procuding certain emotional resul,ts.
rrith x•eGird to

11

V/hen the po.rac;ra11h statements are examined

bcaut:Lful" or

11

uc;ly 11 sounds, the

11

ugly 11 sounds outnumber

the "-beautiful" sounds three-hundred and sixty-_one (361) to seventythree "(73) ~
analysis.

Tliis _phonemic analysis correlates v:ith the semantic
To creo.te an unpleasant

re£~ction

phanemes and the content must nark together.

in the rec:der both the
It would be ineffective

for a .writer to attmr!pt to express "unpleasant" attitudes using
11

pleusant" :rth6ner.:1es.

.

Looking ut Reiss'

50

\'lOrd

association theory and the results

·or

its .'aj;Jplication applied to the paragraph statm;wnts beins analyzed, no
on8· c;:o.n i:1al~e a reinforcing correlation

anD.lysis.:. ·or .the pl1onemic analysis.

,_.,.i th the results of the

se~antic

'Tl'J.is result does not invalidate

Reiss 1 posi.tion that, ;'TO.!:·ds are relp.ted .ar2d intcrlin1-::ed r:ith other r:ords

in .sou11d as Yiell as meaning.; hor;ever, o. sufficient
serial

\".'Ol"ds

number of words or

from Rois.s 1 clustzrs did not. c..p;}oo.r in the

<

~arD.[:;r.?:.lJh

sta.tcn:::ntG ·o.nU t1:o 11 i·;ord cla.::tcr thcory 11 can not be consj.dcrec.~ c:ts

....

l~9 ....,,.ll-i
"<'"·~ ~· op. c:o..• t . , p.
_ . ~~··'"''

50Reiss, op. cit.

25 •

(.L

reinforcinG the .setw.ntic and.

~;honeHiic

relettionship.

.ciation lists o:pernte more effectively as lists,

The \'lOrd asso-

The relationship,

both in sound and. meaninc, or the \'Jords to other \70r0.s on a pGrticu-

lnr l"ist is observable.
and

11

For example, from List

r; 1

11

snot\t, 11 "snoot,"

snott:i" are related scm2.ntically and. phonemically.

However

in the pnra0raph statements bei:nG considered, there is no conscious
or unconscious

~se

of these words or serial

~ords

to reinforce meaning.

The frequency of occurrel1CC of these vro2·ds is too l0\"1

(3.9~.\)

t.o be

considered zignificunt.

The 'theory of e;:~oti ve dinensions of Plutchik5 2 and ~/illiams 1 53
theory of beautiful and ugly sounds correlate and reinforce each other
significantly.
parp.sro.r;h

The unplec.sant

state;:~cnts

reinforce the1:1.

and attitudes evoked in the

e~notions

require VJilliaas' ugly or u:n]]leasant sounds to

Reiss·' word or serial words are not contributinG fac-

tors in est.-rblishing Ci::Otio;ls, attitudes, or sounds.

uses

a

Robert Ruo.rk

significant percent:·.ge (83.2%) of ugly consonant and vowel

sound8 to reinforce the·emotive state "destruction" with its intensities
of rage, a.nger., and annoyance in the pa.rae;re.ph statements from

Hone; Badr;er·54 and Poor Ho. Hore?5

'!/hether thiB blcncJ.inc; of sound and

meaninG"·is intention&l or unconscious on
difference.

A careful c-...no.lysis of the

tll~

o.uthor 1 s part makes no

semc:t~lt=i:cS

and phonemes in t!1e

sta'tcnents ·considered shor:s that t01c rclc.tionship C}:ists.

51 sec Ap:9e11dix

A.

5ZPlutchil,; op. cit •
op •. cit.

...

54--u~~··n .........n.,

Poor Eo i-:ore.

~

TABLE 'XI
PLUTCHIK'S EIGHT EMOTIVE STATES AND THE VARYING INTENSITIES OF EACH STATE
.

EXPLORATION
I
Anticipatio~
7. 3
Expectancy 6. 8

DESTRUCTION
II
Rage
9. 9
Anger
8.4
Attentive- Annoyance
ness 5. 9 5.0
Set
3. 6

REPRODUCTION
III
Ecstasy
10.0
Joy
8. 1
.Happiness
7. 1
Pleasure
5. 7
Serenity
4.4
Calmness
3.3

,

INCORPOR -ORIENTA- PROJECTION
TION
iA.TION
· IV
v
VI
Admission AstonishTerror
4.2
ment 9.3
10. 1
Panic
AccepAmazetance 4. 0 ment 8.3
9.8
Fear
Incorpor- Surprise
ation 3. 6 7.3
8.0
Apprehension 6.4
Timidity
4.0

DEPRIVATION
VII
Grief
8.8
Sorrow
7. 5
Dejection
6.3
Gloomi5.5
n~ss
Pensiveness 4.4

REJECTION
VIII
Loathing
9. 1
Disgust
7.6
Dislike
5. 5
Boredom
4.7
Tiresomeness 4.5

"'1\

TABLE XII
THE EMOTION -CIRCLE ACCORDING TO
PLUTCHIK'S THEORY OF THE EMOTIONS

('+

~'ABLE

XIII

CROSSING OF DYADS, ACCORDinG TO !'LUTCIIIK, OT>' TEE
PARAGHAPH STA'J;EE::::1';',S IN •m;~ :IOHEY BADGER AI!D
POOR HO i·:O!G

. -

THE HONEY EADGE?.

Para::;l'aph

Pac;e

No.

Ko ..

1

18

2

3

4a

4b .

26

58

Emotion I \'lith
Intensity Level

II
Destruction
(Annoyance)

II
Destruction
(Annoyance)

I

Exploration
( flnticip<ltion)

II

Destruction
. (Annoyance)

II

Destruction
(Annoy",nce)

5a

5b

II

Destruction
(Annoyance)

II

:!I:motion II Vfi th

Dyad .\'Ji th

Intensity Level

Attitude Evoked

VIII
Rejection
(Disgust)

Secondary Dyad
~·1·t
__ OS\..J..
:1. y )
(H

VIII
Rejection
(Disgust)

Secondary Dyad
(Contempt)

III
Rel>roduction
(Anticip:;, tion)

Seco:1dary Dy<ld
(Ecstasy)

VII
Denrivation
('D~j'ection)

Tertiary Dyad
(Despondency)

VII
Deprivation
(Dejection)

Tertiary Dyad
( Despol'lclency)

III
Reproduction
(Serenity)

Primary Dyad
,( Calmnens)

VIII

Dos!cruction

Rcjcct:l.on

(Ancor)

(Loa thine;)

Seconclo.ry Dyad
( s'cor'n)

(;J

TABLE XHI ( COiiTINUED)
Paragrn.}Jh

No.
6

P~tGe

No.
146

I r:i th
Intensity·Level

Er~otion

162.

II
Destruction

(Annoyance)

8a

8b

170

170

9

226

."·10

242

. 11

258

Dyad rJi th

Attitude Evoked

VIII

II

Destruction
(Annoyance)

7

Emotion II \'1i th

IntonGity Level

Rejection
(Discust)

\liii

Rejection
(Disgust)

II

VIII

DeGtruction
(Annoyance)

Rejection
(Dis;:;ust).

II

VIII

Destruction
( Annoy:mc e)

Rejection
(Loathing)

II
Destruction
(Anger)

Rejection
(Discust)

II

Secondary Dyad
(Scorn)

s:acondary Dyad.
(Scorn)

Secondary Dyad
(Scorn)

Secondm"y Dyad
(Contempt)

VIII

Secondary Dyad
(Contempt)

VII

Destruction
( Annoys.nce)

II .

Denrivation

• (D~jection)

Tertiary Dyad
(Sullenness)

VIII.

DeGtruction
(1\.nc;er)

...

P.ejBction
'-n)
( Dl.. ...."'l·;_.!'.t.:

Secondary Dyad
( Indic;nation)

t v

TABLE XIII ( CO!!TEU:SD)

Par,,gr;,<ph
No.

12

l3a

13b

Pac;e

No.

290

298

298

14

15a

394

Er:1oU.on I \"lith
Intensity Level

II \ !i th
Intensity Level

Dyad With
Attitude Evoked

II
Destruction
(Anger)

VIII
Rejection
(Loc.thing)

Secondc:l'Y Dyad
(Contempt)

II
Destruction

VIII
Rejection

(Rase)

(Loat~1ing)

Secondary Dyc.d
(Hostility)

II
Destruc.'tion
(Anr;er)

VIII
Rejection
(Di.sgust).

Seconcle,ry Dyad
(Resentment)

II
Destruction
(Annoyance)

"VII
Deprivation
(Dejection)

'rertiary Dyad
(Sillenness)

II
Destruction
(Race)

VIII
Rejec.tion
( Ldat!:inc")

Second,:,ry' Dyad
(Hate)

;Emotio~l

1

..
l5b

15c

39L;

394

II

VIII

Destruction
(Anger)

Rejection .
( Dist,"U.!)t)

II

-VIII
p.ojection
(Loa ti;inc)

. Destruction
( Ro.co)

DyHd
(IndignHtion)

Second:~ry

.Secc;>ndo.ry Dyo.S.
(Hnte)

((

TABLE XIII ( COl,TDIUED)
Parasraph
l!o.

16

Page
·

Ho.

402·

Emotion I \lith
Intensity Level
II ...

18

19

570

20

578

. 21.

22

23

Attitude Ev.oked

VII
Tertiary Dyad
(Sullenness)

(Anger)

VIII
Reiection
(Disc;ust)

Secondary Dyo.d
(Re,entment)

II
Destruction
(ilnnoyance)

VIII
Rejection
(Dislike).

Secondary Dyad
( Conten1pt)

II
Destruction
(Anser)

Deprivation
(Dejection)

(Annoyance)

538

. Dyad \'/i th;

Deprivation
(Dejection)

Des·Cruction

17

Elllotion II \"ii th
Intensity Level

II
Destruction

II

VII

Tertiary Dyad
(Envy)

·VIII

Des.truction

Rejection

Secondc..ry Dyad

(Angel~)

(Di"S(\"Ust)

(Resentment)

610

II
Destruction
(Race) ·

·VIII
·Rejection
(Loathing)

Secondary Dyad
(Scorn)

61G

II
Destruction
(Anger)

VIII
Rejection
(Loathint;)

Secondary Dyad

II
Dectruc.tj_on

VII
Deprivation
(Grief)

Tertiary Dyad
(AnguiGh)

( conte::,pt)

71l
TADLE XIII ( cO;iTETUED)

POOR !JO l·!O'::E
----

Par::<graph
Ho.

Page

1

18

Ho.

E!l:Otion I \'/i th

Intensity Level

Emot:!.on II Vlith
Intel!sity Level

Dyad \'!ith
_Att=!,.tudc Evoked

VI

Protection
(Apprehension)

2

II

L:.2

VIII

Destruction
(Rage)

3

74

II

114

Rejection·
(Loathing)

II

VII.

Destruction
(Rage)

Depri ve.tion
(Dejection)·.

114

II

VII

Destruction
(Rage).

Deprivntion
(Dejection)

II

Secondary Dyad

(Disgust)

Tertiary JJyad
(Despondency)

Tertiary Dyad
(Despondency)

VIII

· D.estruction
·(Rage)

5 .

Secondary Dyad
(Hostility)

VIII.

Destruction
(RClge)

. 111;

4b

Rejection
(Loathing)

RejectiOn
(Loathing)

Secondary Dyad
(Hostility)

VII.

II
Destruct~on

Depriv,~tion

Tcrtio.!"Y Dyo..d ·

( Annoy;:mc e)

(Grief)

(Envy)

....
(

'rABLE XIII ( COliTINUJ':D)
Par.;.gro..1,1h

No.
6

7

8

Page
No.

178

186

Eiaotion I \'Ii th
Intensity Level

II

· ·Rej.zct-=i:~n

(Annoyance)

(Disgust)

·rr

II

Destruction
(Anger)

. 210

II

Destruction
(Ro.ge)

9b

210

II

Destruction
· (Rage)

10

ll

258

338

II

Destruction
(k1noyance)

II.
Destruction
(Ancer)

Dy(-ld \"lith.

Attitude Evol{ed

VIII

Destr::.~;;:~t::.on

Destruction
(Anger)

202

Emotion II \'lith
Intensity Level

Secondary D:;ad
(Indignation)

VIII

Rejection
(Disgust)

Seconcb17 Dyad
(Indignation)

VIII
Rejection
(LciQ.tliinc)

Secondc,ry Dyad
(Resentment)

VIII
Rejection
(Loat;.ting)

Secondary Dyad
(Scorn)

VIII

Rejection
(Loc:.thing)
. .

· Secondo.1:Y Dy·ad

(Scorn) .

VIII

Rejection·
(Disgust).

VII
-Depri vu ti on
(Dejection)

Secondary Dyad
(Contempt)

· Tertiary· Dyo.d
(Su}lenness).

ou
'rAELE XIII (COl.f'rH:UED)

Parac;raph
~roo

12

13

14

15

16

Emotion I With

Emotion ·rr With

Dyad ·~:Ji th

Intensity Level

Intensity Level

Attitude Evol<:ed

II -..
Destruction
.(.Ane;er)

VIII
Rejection
(Disc;ust)

Secondary Dyad·
(.Resentment)

II
Destruction
(Anger)

VIII
Rejection
(Disgust)

Secondary Dyad
(Indignation)

434

II
Destruction
(Anger)

VIII
Rejection
(Disgust)

Secondary Dyad
(Hostility)

466

II
Destruction
(Rage)

IV
Incorporation
(Admission)

Secondc;ry Dyad
(Conflict)

(Ra,;e)

VIII
Rej-ection
(Disgust)

Secondary Dyad
(Indignation)

II
Destru·ction
(Anger)

VIII
Rejection
(Loa tiling)

Secondary Dyad
(Hostility)

Pace
Ho.

31t6 '">·,.,_

418

-554

---:

II
D~struction

-17

. 594.

18

610

II

DeStruction

(Anger)

VIII
Rejection
(Loc,thin[i)

Secondary Dyad

(Scorn)

TABLE Xlii ( COl'TTBUED)
Paragraph
No.

19

Po.ge
No.

Ernotion I \'lith
Intensity IJevel

Emotion II ·;,:i th
Intensity Level

Dyad Vlith
Attitude Evolted

649

II
Destruction
(Annoyance)

VIII
Rejection
(Dinlike)

Secondnry Dyad
(Contempt)

II
Destruction ·
(Anger)

V:III
Rejection
(Loathing)

Secondary Dye.d
(Resentment) ·

II
Destruction
(Anger)

IV
Incorpor2tion
(Acceptance)

Secondar;;' Dyad
(Conflict)

II
Destruction
(Anger)

VIII
Rejection
(Loathing)

Second(:ry Dyad
(Hostility)

II
Destruc.tion
(Has e)

VIII
Rejection
(Lodhinc)

658

21

22a

24

666

682

722

...

Secondo..ry Dyad
(Hate)

oc:

TAJ3LE XIII ( COl!TiimED)
Parat:ro.ph

·.

. No.

25

26

Par;c
No.

7!;6

I \lith
Intensity Level

EL~otion

II

Destruction
(Ang·er)

786

II

Destruction
(Annoyance)

. 2'?

28

794

810

II

Destruction
(Ruge)

II

Destruction
(Anger)

818

29

II
Destruction

(Annoyance)

...

'

Emoti9n II \'lith
Intensity Level

. Dyud VIi th
Attitude Evoked

VII
Deprivation

(Dejection)

Tertiary Dyad
(Sullenness)

VII
Depri vo:tion
(Sorron)

Tertia-ry Dyad.
(Suspicion)

VIII
Rejection
(Dislike)

Secondary Dyad
(Indignation)

VIII
Rejection
( Disr;ust)

Secoi1dto,ry Dyad
(Contempt)

VIII
Rejj:lction
(Dislil:e)

Secondo.ry Dyad
(Hostility)

TABLE XIV
GRA?H sno·.:r:!G TIIE
K:-~OTION (OT~:ER

FOU?-JD IH TII::.<.;

REJECTICl·i

DEP:RIVATIO!T

:FTil!/~UE:·~CY

'l,H.ll..l'J

11

OF

~ellE

DESTRl~CTIC~~ 11 )

PAHi~Gnli.PE STLIJ.1 E!.t:i:Zi~rrs

REP?.ODUCTIOi,:

I:!CORPOR!\TIC;;

PROTBCTIOH

50

40

-

35
30

25
20

15
lO

.

-

5
0

I

I I

I

I

I

CEAPTER VI
SUl!:-:ARY O:c:' THE

FINDI~!GS

AliD

POSSIBLE SIG!liFICANCE

souncis of anger.

It is necessary to keep in mind that the sounds of

anger arc appreciated through the dimension of "destruction" which
includes rage, anger, and annoyance.

Periodic reviews ·over a period

of six months in<Jj.catod a substantial number of occurrences of anger,
with fev1er of rase and annoyance.

Further, there was consistency as

to individual identification of these eeotions .of at least eightyfive percent

ci35%).

. Through the random

sa1~pling

of nearly twenty percent. (20%),

one ;involving sixty-h·;o paragraph sta ter:;ents, it was found that
thirty"-eigll,t percent (38%) contain elements of anger; thirty percent
(30;6) elemeuts of rage, .and thirty-t\'m percent (32%) elements of
annoyance.
It is adequately clear that anger and rage account for sixtyeir;ht · p~rcent of the elements of the

clii~lension 11 destruction. 11

The

indication i·s· that ·tho emotive tone for destruction is quite high,
quite intense, of_ an llunger +. 11

J.J...t this point, it is essential to

take a l'ook at the finding -insof«r as \'Jilliar;!S 1 Beauty of
cone erned •·· .

·"""6 Huc.rk, The Honey

....

Eadr~e:r-.

op. cit.

Style5~

is

The sar.1e sixty-two parac;ro.phs \'lei·o surveyed in the light of
\"!illiams 1 doct.::.·ine that ln.nguc.r..ce may be evaluated· as pleo.ss.nt. or

unplco.sant, or as beautiful or. ugly..

In the puro..erc.phs surveyed,

there are three hundred and sixty-one (361) words considei'ed as
It became qui to Clecil- t!1df..,.l-;1l~ three hundred and sixt:{-

unpleasant.

one words judged as 11 unpleasant 11 miGht not all have note.s of
Son1e of then could

ane;e1~.

rcuson~blj~ fall in other Plutchil:ian59 dimensions.

After a series of trials over the siX-lilonth period, it was
found that it \"las nece.ssar;y to consider the c1uickness and the sho..rp-

ness of the consonantal tones and vowel tones.

The rapid intensities

of the ugly com:onante.l combinations in _qonbination with high-tone
vowels must Bi·ve the notes of anger, as apart, for exam:;·le, from the
cfr:awn out tones of words that are unpleasant and in the

dimension.

The number of \'lOrds in the

11

11

del)rivation 11

destruction 11 dinension, 'accord-

ing to the Williams• criteria for u.npleasantne;o;s is tno hundred and
eleven (211).
In t . he
.
working through the sxporimentc, it y;as 'found thcit tho

\'lOrds fitting the d;andard· of Williams co1;relate. q_uite· well \'lith those
that in the Plutchil,ian e;,:;:>erimeh't indicated alone or in combination
anger, rage, and destruction.
attention was turned to
correlation.

Reiss~ 0

The agre·ement \·;as· at least 87%.

Then,·

In this inctallCe there \'las, li ~tle

Few of Reiss' \'lOrd list-s a:p:::>eared in the so.!:lples _given.

There e.re but four percent ( !;%) of the· words or serial ·tcrr.is.

This

loY/ percentar;e 1:1ay be accounted for in· part by the fe,ct that more

59Plutchil:, op. cit.

GoR
.; ....~~u, op. cit •
. c_

uu

research is needed in determininc; tho whole question of \':"hnt muct be
serial.

Since Ileicc 1 lists are so extensi-ve ;:;.'id fo.irly intensi-ve,

it nould

ap:~eur thcd~

many, many words muzt be serialized r;i thin t!1e

!"ilore than forty ·categories uced by Reiss.

Ho•:tever, the ranee of the

dictions.ry is so groat that the t'.\'0 thousand \"lOrds or so listed in
Reiss 1 norl:

cc:~n

lJo added to in no

Reiss's lists :nust be expc:ndcd.
through an e::tended research.
Reiss 1

\'lorl~

s~1c..ll

degree.

It v:ould a:ppear that.

This e::,::pansion can occur only
Further, one of tho weaknesses in

is tho.t the liEts are g_i,ro out of phrase or greater context.

Even in the case of determining the mo.tt.cr of sounds of anger
in the t\"ro novels, some reliance nust be placed on a subiective
approach, one \7hich at lcD.st confil"lnS.

Tl1at in, rrhilc it is possible

to vie\'/ Plutchil: with souc objectivity, Williams poses at least one
subste.ntial

pr~blcin.

P.e d.oos not, himself, mu2:\.e any definitive ciis-

tj.nction bct·;:_een his unplcanant sounds as divided into tones of anc;er
or, for

exru~ple,

tones of rejection.

Nevertheless, Vlilli.:?.ms'

YiOrlt

is valuable in that his utterances

as to V0\7els a2d conson[,nts are relD.ted to tones in contexts of
phraSe~

or

G·rcc~tgr

·,.yo~"'d,

rela:t.ions1Ii:!_1s.

Of course, the monocraph did not to.l::o the direction of working
throush "atti tudes 11 r:here attitudes result from crocGj_nG certain

e·motions in different dimensions.

Because Hilliaw..:s and his efforts

arc not directed to·::ard at ti tuLles o.nd charc. ctcr, there r/0.8 no need to
looh: to

c~tti tuC.es \'li thin

th..:J

si::ty-t~7o

p£'..rG.crc.phs.

U(

It is .suc.scst8d th2-t intereSted

rc;.:~dars

and students miGht

desire to tal:e a ::wre numericnl appronch to the questions of nnger:-or C?f sone other Gmotion--by measuring

tho otrilting

pO\'Jer

of a vrord,

its time duration, and its resultant intensity.
Certainly, as to the matter of nangerll in Rue.rk 1s art, as
ex}lressod thrcuch words, a semantic apprais-al in tcrr:iC of the entire

content v:ill reVeal respon.scs to e:z:perience that can be called

11

angry . 11

The approaches used in this monograph have the merit of
throvrinr:;
. . the .reader back to the invigoratin[i experience of responding
to the tones of t11e situation as revealed through the verbal ste.tements.

t...

:-·
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APPENDIX A
REISS 1 YIORD CLU STEP.S

LIST 1

·.
~-·-sor:lethinG

suggestive of,

:.!u~~zle;

nozzle;

pry or

se~rch,

Ol"'

asr.;;ocio.tcd \':ith, the nose; snout;

to utter in e. nasal

1~:o.nner;

to smell, Gniff; to

esp. into \7hat does not concern one.

snout-:-colloa. ··the nose of person.
snoot--var. of snout; colloa. a face or ;:;rimace, esp. one exprescive of
contempt.
snooty--s.upercilious, ho.ugh ty.
snott·-r--coll o·a. co11temptj.blc, offensive, nusty; slang_. snooty, supercil-

ious, o_f;f'ish.
snitch--one v:ho snitches or informs; sle.ng. the nose.

nozzle-:- the projectinG vent of anything; slang. the

no~.

nuzzle--to v10rk with the nose; to dig, root thrust, poke, push, :rub or
snuff
---

r;i th. the nose.

snozzle--to snooz1 e· or nuzzle.

snoozle--to nuz'zle, an a dog; to snooze, cJ,oze.

-snoOze--to dOze, to dro..-tse; · snoozle.
Snot--ttiO.l. to .onu:f_fle; --nasal mucus ..

snOttcr--to snuffle, snore, snivel.

sneeze--to· mal'e a violent

n~cze--Scot.
snoesh--d:!.:~:l.

~·mo.

audible. e:cpir<?.tion of brc:L:th, chiefly or

sneeze~
~nr~.

snush--obs.::;nuff.

snuff
to ta2:e --<o-.
-.- ·

APPEI:DIX A ( co::~:I!lU@)

_or

affect~d

sniffle--t6

s~ivcl;

snui'flc-:--to speak

emotion.
a snuffle.

thro~ch

the

~·

snift--chiefl y dia=b_. to saiff, sniffle; --to bl0\'1 off steam, air, etc.
sn-iff--to smell or snuff with sl1ort audible inho.latiqns; to recogonize

11erceive or detect by or D..S by sniffinc; to Scent, to smell out;
to draw uir .audibly up the

~;

to utter

oi~

express r!ith a sniff;

alsC, to manifest sco=n or disdain.
snib--Scot. to rebuke, snub.

sriub-'-a
-

snub nose; to treat 'l:':ith conte:·.;.pt; to slight designedly.

--

.

snob--one rih9 repels the e.dvances of those

~..-hom

he regards ns his

inferiorn.
snuff--to sniff audibly; to sce"t; -to smell; to sniff in order to

exauine; --said o:r dogs, horses, et·c.
snoOj)--to look or pry abo1.rl; in a sne~~i:ng or meddlesome r.w.nner. -·:

sni'ue-.-to si10ot. at detached m.en of 2..n enci1!J' s forc'es at long range,· esp.
v:hen not in action; any of varic;>us slender-bi).led birds.
nib--a bill or beak.

snaoe--dinl.

Enrj~

to taper.

sni te--dj..:-~·1. :Snr; .• a sn; ·oe.
sneol:--to

~ovc

furti vcly or snealtinr;ly ~

snook--d:i.D.l. to sn" ff,

S!!~Cll;

ture of dGrision,

snicl-:or--col

].o0.

to utter

2.

to pry· e..bout, to scurcl1; to snec.k-; . o. ce.s-

t!1unbinc th0 ~,
wit;~

or

express

b:r c.. .snicker.
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sneest--dio.l. En&. taunt, snner.
Gnirt--Scot. · s:ao:ct,

~nocr,

snort--to force tn.e air

snicl-:cr.

\·:it~

violence

th:i."'~D.Gh

the

!~;

to lnueh loudly,

or \7ith a contemptuous or angry snort.
snnrt--to sno:!:t; sno.:·e; eject r.ntcus, as in sneezing.

snur--r.E:E.£, to snort.
sno?....l<:--dial. snore; snort; [;runt o

snocker--Scot. snore; snort.
snore--Scot. to snox·t,

(;.S

a hOi."' Be; -'":'to

to

si:~i.ile Ol"'

bre~'.thc

during .slee1)

i'!i th

a. rough,

hoarse noise ..
sncer--dinl. to·

S!Io;:-t;

laugh

\'ii th

express scorn or co11to:n1Jt.

snurl--dial. to twist, turn up (the nose).
snool--Scot. to co\·1; snub.

.'

faciG.l contortions thnt

I
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